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ABSTRACT
This thesis looks at the exuberance of city life as manifest
in performance. Whether spontaneous or formal, gatherings
for entertainment, celebration, spectacle and observation
occur throughout the city at a variety of scales. A city's
vitality comes largely from its great concentration of
humanity. When people come together, an expressive energy
usually arises as creativity, ideas, passions, and talents are
shared. Interactions which we can call performance or
theatre, in many circumstances, are then taking place. Thus,
the city becomes transformed into a stage whose actors are
its people.
While the role of the architect in this process may be
somewhat peripheral, an understanding of the spaces and
forms which somehow tend to foster or allow public
performance interactions in the city can be very useful in
the design of public spaces which demand vitality, and, of
course, in the design of theatres.
The thesis begins with an historical overview of theatre
form, which very generally outlines the development of
performance, its historical context and its typical settings.
The second chapter takes a look at a number of places
throughout Boston which have been designed for, or adapted
to becoming venues for performance. The third chapter, in
a series of detailed case studies ranging from a sacred
palace to the shopping mall, takes a closer look at the
theatre as a microcosm of the larger world in which it
exists, and of which it is intended to symbolize. Finally, a
design for a prime site in Boston is proposed which
incorporates both informal and formal performance experiences.
The underlying design intention has been to produce a
cultural center which provides a scaffolding or framework
for performance at a variety of levels for a variety of
people. Form studies and diagrams analyze this intention in
the context of the proposed design.
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From the local bar to the grand opera, in the shopping
mall and on the streetcorner, people seem to have an
innate desire to gather. Whether spontaneous or formal,
gatherings for entertainment, celebration, spectacle and
ritual occur throughout the city at a variety of scales. A
city's vitality comes largely from its great concentration of
humanity, and when people come together, an expressive
energy usually arises, as creativity, ideas, passions, and
talents are shared. Interactions which we can call performance
or theatre then take place. Thus, the city becomes
transformed into a stage, whose actors are its people.
While the role of the architect in this process may be
somewhat peripheral, an understanding of the spaces and
forms which somehow tend to foster or allow public'
performance interactions in the city can be very useful in
the design of public spaces which demand vitality, and, of
course, in the design of theatres.
This thesis, which began as an analysis and design project
for the theatre, evolved into a somewhat larger inquiry,
looking at the relationship of the city and the theatre, in
terms of architectural form as well as, to a certain degree,
in terms of meaning.
3.
The issue of meaning has been addressed through case
studies (see Chapters 2 and 3) and by observation, both
trying to uncover some concepts and constructs which
relate to the place that theatre and performance occupy in
the city. Throughout this project I have tried to keep my
eyes open (hence the large number of photographs) to a
variety of interactions and happenings throughout the city,
both daily and on special occasions, that could loosely be
labelled "theatre". (Perhaps my companions have thought
me a bit ridiculous, or at least preoccupied, as I referred
to a streetscreamer or peddler as a form of theatre.) It
didn't take long for me to realize that I was tackling a
big issue here. It also quickly became clear that I would
have to support some of my notions with examples, as well
as identify architectonic implications of some rather ephemeral
phenomena.
What the following thesis presents, then, is series of case
studies and exemplary illustrations of a hypothesis in which
the place of the theatre and performance in the city is
analyzed. The notion of "all the city's a stage", is tested
by observation, as well as with a preliminary design scheme
for a multi-use cultural center (for lack of a better term)
on a site in downtown Boston.
4.
Definitions
The thesis begins with an historical overview of theatre
form, which very generally outlines the development of
performance, its historical context and its typical settings.
The second chapter takes a look at a number of places
throughout Boston which have been designed for, or
adapted to, becoming venues, for performance. The third
chapter, in a series of detailed case studies ranging from a
sacred palace to the shopping mall, takes a closer look at
the theatre as a microcosm of the larger world in which it
exists, and which it is intended to symbolize. Finally, a
very preliminary design for a prime site which occupies an
important gateway position on the outer rim of downtown
Boston is proposed, with both informal and formal
performance experiences incorporated. The underlying design
intention has been to produce a cultural center which
provides a scaffolding, or framework, for performance at a
variety of levels of explicitness and formality, for a variety
of people. Form studies and diagrams analyze this intention
in the context of the proposed design.
Gathering takes innumerable forms for a wide variety of
purposes, but this thesis shall try to confine its meaning to
include gathering primarily for one sort of performance or
another. At the outset, several terms must be defined so
we find ourselves at least generally communicating in a
similar language. (Please note: I realize that some of these
terms may mean different things to different people, and
their definition and elaboration, except in the case of the
definition of theatre, is not the thrust of this thesis. I
hope that the terminology used in describing some of these
notions is not more confusing than it would be if they
were left undefined. Also, this list is by no means
inclusive of the many definitional problems which we are
sure to encounter throughout the thesis. Please view it
merely as a start.)
Theatre - Any construct, or phenomenon, built or
unbuilt, in which people come together for the primary
purpose of performance. The basic elements of theatre are
the presence of a performer and an audience, regardless of
whether each is conscious of its role(s) as audience and/or
performer. Performance may include ritual, spectacle, musical
performance, happenings, drama, and the arts in general.
This term should not be construed to mean drama per se,
although play acting of various sorts is, of course, included
5.
in the notion of the word "theatre". For a more detailed
definition of theatre, please see the introduction to (Chapter
3.4)
Theatre Complex - An aggregation of theatres. May
include cultural centers, arts complexes or an individual
theatre and its contextual support network, including, for
example, an active street.
Context - The general field in which the theatre or
theatre complex is located. As we shall see, the context
itself (for example, the city) may be referred to as theatre.
The context can be interpreted at a variety of scales
including that of the landscape, region, city, neighborhood,
street and building. Context may also be defined to refer
to an identifiable demographic entity (i.e. people).
Transition - A sequence of progression from one mode
or system of being, or of form, to another. An example,
which we shall deal with here, might be the movement
from mundane experience of daily life into the world of
the theatre. This progression may manifest itself in terms
of architectonic or phenomenological factors. And importantly,
the transition may be either continuous (i.e. a reciprocal
exchange between form systems), or sequential (i.e. an
adding, or stringing together, of events or forms to
develop a gradual passage). Or, transitions may be abrupt,
which may yield intensity, possible disorientation, and more
consciousness of the transition.
Transition Zone - The territory of exchange in which
transitions occur. This may include edges, spaces, circulation
networks, etc., and are especially important, active zones.
Containment - A means of defining space. May be
complete, partial, or fragmentary. The degree to which
containment is built or implied varies, with consequently
differing implications on use.
Object - A clearly perceivable and identifiable form cast
in distinction to its contextual field. This term may refer
to an entire built entity or its elements.
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CHAPTER 1
AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF WESTERN THEATRE FORM
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Introduction
Over the ages, theatre forms have arisen, evolved, dissolved,
and been imitated. This process has not been a smooth,
even flow. Rather, revolutions and revivals, modifications
and syntheses, have been common. These upheavals and
changes have been inspired not only by developments in
the theatre program, but by evolving societal values. An
in-depth historical analysis, in which theatre form is
somehow accurately correlated with political, religious and
economic (not to mention theatrical considerations), is far
beyond the scope of this thesis. However, evolutionary
tracings of the theatre development and concomitant historical
events, even if very schematic, can be quite interesting to
the theatre designer.
The theatre may be considered as a metaphor for a
particular world-view of a segment of society at any given
point in history. Although it would be foolish to make
real assumptions about general outlook during a particular
historical period (try it for the current period), it may
nonetheless be true that an understanding of theatre form
might at least provide some clues about general social
organization and attitudes about communication, ritual,
religion and social heiarchies. For the modes by which a
culture chooses to gather, and the degree to which such
gatherings are accessable, public, flexible, or formally
determined can yield valuable insight into a variety of
related architectural, urbanistic and socio-political issues.
While the above assertions may be valid, the following
chronological overview of the historical development of
theatre form is merely intended to give a general understanding
of the wide range of expression in the vocabulary of
theatre architecture. Historical snippets and relevant
information about each time period will hopefully provide
a glimpse into the contextual framework in which a
particular theatre form exists. As a brief, catalogue-like
graphic survey of theatre form and associated historical
information, this chapter is intended to simply develop a
working familiarity with a number of theatre options.
Hopefully, this overview will provide clues and relationships
that might be useful in discovering our own appropriate
language for an architecture which supports performance
and theatre activities in a modern city.
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Figure 6. Theater of Phaestos:
general view.
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Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments Typical Theatre 
Forms
BEFORE 600 B.C
Notable Examples
, Eet
-Siege of Troy
(c. 1184)
-Founding of Rome
(753)
-First Olympiad
(776)
-Pharchs in Egypt
-Primitive Ceremonies
-Motion and Dance
-Rudimentary forms
of dialogue
-Egypt:
-Coronation Ceremonies
(30th Cent. B.C.)
-Reenactment of battles
-Processions of priests
-Greece:
-Games at Knossos
and Phaestos
(20th-15th Cent. B.C.)
-Worship of the dead.
nature
-Greece: No scenographic
devices, per se
-Masks. drums
-Egypt: Temple Courtyards
and Squares
-Greece: Minoan Theatre
-Greece: Theatres at
Knossos. Phaestos
-Abydos Passion Plays
(25th-6th Cent. B.C.)
-Homer (Greek ca. 850)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Stage as village square -Audience surrounds performers -Rhythm. incantations, etc. -Inclined Plane
-Ceremonial places in sacred -Primitive:
-Wheel
areas -no exolicit performance 
-Post and lintel
-shaman. dukun. high priests Construction
-Sun-dried bricks
-Dry wall stone
construction
-Metal smelting
-Corbelled arch
-Pyramids
-Lion Gate;
Beehive Tomos
(Mycense)
-Cyclooean Walls
(Mycense and Tiryns)
11.
Political and
H-istoricail Events
600-500 B.C. I1 SELECTED EXAMPLES
I GREEK ARCHAIC (IKRIA)
Theater of Dionysus. (Above) General view. (Below) The position of the old and
later orchestras, according to Dorpfeld and Reisch, Das griechische Theater.
Basic Form Diagram
Vases of the sixth century BC
show scenes of dancing men dressed as
birds. Nothing is known about these
dances, nor how they could have evolved,
by the middle of thefifth century, into the
choruses of the Aristophanic Comedy. Ya
such an evolution certainly took place.
The great age of Greek
drama was the fifth century BC, but of
theatres and conditions of performance at
that time almost no visual evidence sur-
v.ves. Our earliest clues belong to the
following century. Left: a costumed
actor holding his mask,from a painted
vase. Right: another vase fragment
showing part of a wooden skini built
behind the orchEstra-a far less sub-
stantial building than we see later, but
lavishly decorated with entablature and
acroteria. There w'ould have been another
pedimented porch (paraskenios) on the
right.
I
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Political and
Historical Events
Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments Typical Theatre Forms
600-500 B.C.
Notable Examples
_____________________ a a~ I I _____________________I V I
-Strong religious
activity
-Teaching
-Spiritual harmony
-Solon (ca. 650-560)
-Birth of trageoy
-Ancient Greek drama
-Dionysus worshiO
-Mahabarata and Ramayana
(India)
-Pre-Classical
(pre-Aeschylean)
theatre
-Masked acting
-Archaic Theatre
(Thorikos (ca. 525)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship I c Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Stage in sacred place. -Audience partially surrounds -Sappho 
-Eupalinos of Megara
usually in relation to acting area (orchestra) (Greek, ca. 600) 
-Stiff arm derrick
temple 
-Heroclitos 
-Block and Tackle
(Greek. Ca. 575) 
-Samos Water Tunnel (550)
-Anacreon
(Greek. 570-478)
-Pythagoras
(Greek, ca. 580)
-Thesois
13.
500 -400- B.C.
- - -&III SELECTED EXAMPLES
GREEK CLASSICAL
Basic Form Diagram
74Iw,
iI I b
I
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Political and
Historical Events
-Persian Wars
(499-478)
-Age of Pericles
(460-429)
-Battle of Marathon
(490)
-Battle of Salamus
(479)
-Peloponnesian War
(431-404)
-Alcibiades
(451-403)
ii
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Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
500-400 B.C.
Typical Theatre Forms I Notable Examples
______________________ a I tI I I
-Greek drama peaks
-Tragedy and Comedy
-All social classes
participate
-Social themes
-Speech (limited)
-Stage (Skene)
-Proscenium
(Proskerion)
-First scenography
-Clas. Athenian Theatre
-Kria-Agora
(Athens)
-Archaic Theatre
(Thorihos. ca. 525)
-Archaic Theatre
(Argus. ca. 500)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Strong oublic access -Little physical separation -Thespis -Parthenon (447-438)
-Transition to natural between actor and spectator (Greek. 535) -Propylea (437-432)
environment of theatre -Aeschylus -Erechtheum (421-406)
-Stage in proximity to (Greek, 524-256) -Telestrion at Eleusis (430)
temple -Sophocles
-AristoPhones
(445-386)
-Pindar (Greek. 521-441)
-Plato (429-347)
-Democritus (ca. 450)
-Phidino (470-425)
-Ictinus (Greek)
-Mnescles
-Polygnetus (500-425)
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400-200 B.C.
r
I1 SELECTED EXAMPLES
GRECO- HELLENISTIC
Basic Form Diagram
)OrchestroPa dos dro
Romp eeee* Romp
ProskentionJ LSkene
Pis. 3, 4. The most complete Greek
theatre, and the only one to preserve any
real semblance of those used by Aeschylus,
Sophocles and Euripides, is that of
Epidauros, near Athens, built about 350
BC. The oldest feature is the otchistra,
the round dancing foor of the chorus.
There was probably some form of skini,
but the present remains do not enable us to
reconstruct it. The plan (left) shows the
theatre as it looked in the second centuy
BC with a permanent skini. a stage
(proskenion, i.e. in front of the skini)
and rasmps leading up to it.
Figure 9. Theater of Dionsyssus: plan. (According to DurplId and Reisch, Das griechische
Theater; atshor's archive.)
(
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Political and Developments in Scenographic and Tical Theatre Forms N
Historical Events Program/Themes Technical Developments I N E
-Battle at Mantinea -Decline of -Development of -Hellenistic Theatre -Lycurgian Theatre of
(362) Tragedy and Comedy acting area Dionysus (Athens. 338-326)
-Battle at Chaeronea -Intro. of spectacle -Scenic conventions -Theatre at
(338) -Complex action -Machines (periaktoi) Epidaurus (350-330)
-Celtic invasion -Middle and -Hellenistic Theatre
of Greece (280) New Comedy at Argos (330-320)
-Ascension of -Grad. departure -Theatre at Priene (300)
Philip of Macedon from religious themes -Theatre at Ephesus (280)
-Birth of Alexander -Social themes -Theatre at Alceral (340)
the Great (350) -Variety
-Hannibal (247-185) -Introduction of
-Second Punic War Magnificence
(218-206)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Audience seated in 3f4 -Eurioedes -Masoleum at
-Departure from theatre surround performance area -Menancer Halicarnasus (353)
in pure landscape 
-Argos 
-Temple of Artemis
-Megalopolis (Ephesus. 356)
-Eritria -Dome invented
-Death of Socrates (399) -Temple of Apollo
-Aristotle (384-322) (Delphi. 330)
-Euclid (ca. 300) -Via Appia: Aqua Appi
-Thescritus (ca. 300) (312)
-Eoicurus (341-270) -Masonry barrel vault
-Polyclitus the Younger -Fired bricks
(370-336) . -Anio Vetus (269)
-Praxiteles (364-330)
-Archimedes (289-212)
17.
GRECO-ROMAN ODEUM
Pis. 10, 15. The Hellenistc theatre of
the second centur BC presented a picture
in many ways different from that of
classical times. Thee illustrations show
the theatre at Priene, a Greek colony in
Asia Minor, as it now is and as it probably
looked in its prime. Most ofthe action took
place on the upper stage, though the
orchestra could still be used when
necessary. Bole-holes in the row of columns
in thefront prove that wooden panels were
fixed between them, and it has been
plausibly suggested that these, were
sections of painted scenery.
-$ -
PI. 5 1. The site of the theatre at Pergamon made it impossible to construct either a fully
semi-circular auditorium or permanent stage-buildings. Dating from the second century
BC, it partly overlapped a terrace connecting theforum with the Temple of Dionysus.
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SELECTED EXAMPLES
ROMAN
Basic Form Diagram
Political and
Historical Events
Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
I-
II
Typical Theatre Forms
C V I I
-3rd Punic
-Greece as
(146)
War (149-1401
Roman Province
-Marius (Roman-156-86)
-Importance of theatre
lessening
-Ancient Greek theatre
spreads to colonies
-Roman forms of drama
-Elegant recitation
-Spectacle
-Areligious drama
-Disolays of power
and wealth
-First gladiatorial
contest in Rome (105)
-Action area imposing
-Orchestra eliminated
-Greco-Roman
-Semicircular form
developing
-Focus shifts to raised
stage
200-100 B.C.
Notable Examples
-Lg. outdoor theatre
at Pompeii
-Theatre at Pergamom (170)
-Theatre at Delphi (160)
-Theatre at Oropus (150)
-Theatre at Aspendus
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Temple in proximity to -Audience begins to separate -Plautus -Temple of Zeus
stage from performer -Terence (Roman 195-159) at Athena
-Stage still centrally -Great Altar at
hollowed out of landscape. Pergamum (180)
but becoming more -Pergamum water siphon
Architectural (180)
19.
100 B.C.-100 A.D.
'I SELECTED EXAMPLES
ROMAN
Pl. 12. The theatre at Segesta, Sicily (reconstructed below), of about too BC, was a
Greek theatre awe than half-way to becoming Roman. The skene retains its tripartite
division but has grown into an elaborate palacefasade. Gods appeared on the upper storey.
Diagram
Fl. 24. A Roman theatre normallyformed par of a whole civic complex.
At Orange, in France, the stage building
backed on to a forum, while beyond it
was a large stadium. (This sort of
promiiy esplains why it was so ", jar
Terence's audience to desert him if some-
thing more exciting was happening else-
where.)
-6 C - -
te
Pis. 22, 23. The Romans also had in-
door theatres (odea), though it is doubt-
ful whether plays were acted in them or
whether they were used only for music and
recitation. The Odeum of Agrippa at
Athens, reconstructed above, had a large
hall with seating for about i ,ooo and a
wide but shallow stage.
20.
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Political and
Historical Events
-Sulla sacks Athens
(86 B.C.)
-Civil War in Italy
(90 B.C.)
-Spartacus revolt
(71 B.C.)
-Death of Anthony
& Cleopatra (30 B.C.)
-Julius Caeser
(100-44 B.C.)
-Cicero (R. 106-43 B.C.)
-Augustus
(R. 2-7 B.C.-AD 14)
-Jesus
-Fire of Rome
(GA AD)
-Nero (R. AD 54-68)
-Claudius (R. AD 54-41)
-Erupt. of Vesuvius
(AD 79)
Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments Typical Theatre Forms
a & aU U 5 5
-Roman tragedy and comedy
-Spectacle returns
-Farce
-Music and recitation
-Proscenium
-Scaena frons
-Skene as elaborate
palace facade
-Tripartite skene
-Roman theatre
-Circus (gladiatorial
arena)
100 B.C.-100 A.D.
Notable Examples
-Theatre of Balbus: Rome
(temporary)
-Theatre at Segesta
(ca. 100 B.C.)
-Theatre at Alexandria
-Odeum of Pompeii
-Amoitheatre of Pompeii
-Theater of Marcellus:
Rome, 13 BC
-Odeum of Agrippa;
Athens. 12 BC
-Colosseum (70 AD)
-Theatre at Oranoe (50 AD)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ ivic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations [ Design Innovations
-Theatre becoming part of -Acting area elevated -Vitruius (30 BC) -Tower of Winds (Athens. 50 BC)
civic complex -Virgil (Rome. 70 BC-19 AD) -ist Pantheon (Rome. 27 BC)
-Theatre moving indoors -Horace (Rome, 65 BC-8 AD) -Temple of Mars Utor
-Seneca (Rome, 4 BC-65 AD) -Pont du Gard (Nimes. 11-13 BC)
-Ovid (Rome. 43 BC-17 AD) -Basilic Aemilia (Rome. 24 AD)
-Pliny the Elder -Baths of Nero (Rome, 62 AD)
(Rome. 23-75 AD) -Arch of Titus (Rome. 82 AD)
-St. Paul's Epistles -Early COncrete Construction
-Jesus -Cross and groin vault
-Ptolemy (Greece. 130 AD)
-Plutarch (Greece. 50-100 AD)
21.
SELECTED EXAMPLES
ROMAN
Diagram
Figure 28. RecontzrujcteI scanae frois tlhe TIeauter of Aspepndus. (Nicoll, Development
of ihe Thcaitre, p. 28. Reprinted by pennission.)
22.
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Political and
Historical Events
-Spread of Christianity
-Roman conquests
-Trojan (97-118)
-Hadrian (117-138)
-Antonius Pius (138-161)
-Persian Wars. German Wars
-Marcus Aurelius (167-1801
-Gothic. Finnish Wars
-Goths sack Athens (267)
-Piocletian (284-305)
-Ist Division of
Roman Empire (285)
-Military Anarchy
21 Emperors (255-284)
II 100-300 A.D.
t V I 
.
Developments in
Program/Themes
r V
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
-Elaboration of scena frons
Typical Theatre Forms
-Hippodrome as theatre
-Roman theatre
-Circus
Notable Examples
-Theatre at Dougga (150)
-Theatre at Basta (150)
-Theatre at Philadelphia
(150)
-Theatre at Aspendus
-Odeum of Herocles
(Atticus. 162)
-Theatre at Caesarea
(ca. 170)
-Ampitheatre at Cyzicus
(200)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Theatre as powerfully -Audience seated in -Seutonius (ca. 100) -Forum and Column
symoolic building in city 3/4 surround -Dio Cassius (155-230) of Trojan (113)
-Aerial relationship with -Lucian (ca. 200) -Completion of Temple
other key buildings/ -Herodes Atticus of Zeus (Athens. 124)
monuments (Greek. ca. 200) -Pantheon (126)
-Plotinus -Mausoleum of Hadrian
(Roman. 205-270) (135)
-Sabratha (ca. 200) -Column of Antonius
Pius (1501
-Completion of Circular
Temple at Baa izek
-Baths of Caracella (Rome)
-Restoration of
Colisseum (230)
-Aurelaian Wall of
Rome (270-282)
-Palace of Diodetian (300)
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300-1200 A.D. 1i SELECTED EXAMPLES
Fig. zo. Diagram of a moated Round, showing'a 'Place' surrounded by a
circular earthen hill, with five 'tenti' or scaffolds, a central tower and an entrance
bridge. Spaces are kept clear among the spectators in the centre, and before each
scaffold. The actors dress in a pavilion outside the Round (based on the Lincoln-
shire Castle of Perseverance)
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II 300-1200 A.D.
Political and Developments in Scenographic and Typical Theatre Forms Notable Examples
Historical Events Program/Themes Technical Developments
-Constantine (330) -Dissopearnace of dramatic -Cubicles -Byzantine Church as Theatre -Central church as stage
-Empire permanently divided form (Byzantine. 5th Century) -Precursors theatre forms -Early forms of street theatre
(395) -Hippodrome -Stage area highly accessible
-Invasions by Goths, Hun an -Use of mansions (or stations) -Outdoor theatre in church -Rites in natural setting or
-Fall of Rome (476) -Byzantine Liturgical Drama plazas village
-Rise of Byzantium 
-Informal trouoadors. mimes.
-Roman Law Codified (535) itinerant actors
-Attila (406-453: 529-535)
-dustinian I (527-565) -No illusion
-Early playlet (England, 975)
-Liturgical Drama
(10th Century)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Baths of Diecletian
-Public theatre -Gregory of Nazianzus (Rome. 298-306)
-Action played witnin crowd -Romano -Arch of Constantine
-Audience mobile -St. Augustine (Rome. 315)
(Confessions. 397-401) -Santa Constanza (Rome, 330)
-Hagia Sophia (Constantinople.
Istanbul 532-537)
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iiI' SELECTED EXAMPLES
SINGLE VISTA STAGE
(Serlio)
[Reprinted from Southern]
Form Diagram
'177
Pi. 40, 41. Plan and section of the
theatre built by Serlio in a palace court-
yard in 1539. The stage is divided into
two areas, one flat, for the actors, the
other sloping, upon which the perspeave
scenery was placed. 'In the auditorium
Serlio retains the classical semi-circle and
orchestra, though his drawing shows no
way by which the actors could enter it.
[Reprinted from Tidworth]
Multiple set for the Valenciennes Passion Play, 1547.
[Reprinted from Tidworth]
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II 1200-1550 A.D.
Political and Developments in Scenographic and Notable ExamplesHistorical Events Program/Themes Technical Developments ical Theatre Forms
-Discovery of Western 
-Western liturgical drama -Introduction of perspective -Church and grounds 
-Passion at Bourges
Hemisphere (1492) 
-Mystery plays 
-Scena frons 
-Mansions, wagon stages. (1536-40 days to perform)
-Feudalism -Theatre guilds -Permanent stage set pageants -Theatre of Sarlio (1539)
-Henry VIII (1509-1547) -Confrerie de la Passion -Religious drama moves outside -Booth stages -Stage at Vatican (1452)
-Reformation (1517) -Appearance of pooular of church -Court theatre
-Religious plays forbidden playhouses 
-Mysteries: 
-Ampitheatre
(Paris, 1495) 
-Return to classicism 3 planes of being
-Rediscovery of Plautus' 
-Early Noh (Japan, mansions
plays (1429) 14th Century) special effects
-Fall of Constantinople (1453) -Vernacular Drama (1400) monsters-Hellentrance
-Abandonment of Latin -stage machinery used
-Folk plays -flying effects
-Secular interludes
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Stage set against buildings -Liturgical drama -John Heywood --Music used in some -St. Croce
of main square more accessible - (England, b. 1497) liturgical dramas and (begun Florence. 1294)
-Corpus Christi Festival - in vernacular language -Serlio (b. 1475) between plays -Printing press (1450)
procession through town -Acting in wagons and on -Bramante (b. 1444) -Harpsichord (ca. 1500) -Duomo (Florence. 1420)
-Wagons positioned throughout street -Palladio (b. 1475) -Amati (violinmakers. -St. Peter's Basilica
town -Acting on platforms (platea) -Leonardo da Vinci (b. 1452) 1530-1611) (Rome, 1506)
-Plays brought to audience -Micnelangelo (b. 1475) -Palestrina (1525) -Chateau Chamord (1519-1547)
-Rise of professional actor -Machiavelli (b. 1416) -Palais du Louvre (1546)
-Rabelais (b. 1495) -Vitruvius' do Architet-
-Luther (b. 1483) tura printed (1486)
-Calvin (b. 1509) -Library of St. Marks
-Montaigne (b. 1533) (begun 1536)
-Cervantes (b. 1547)
-Vignola (b. 1507)
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1550-1600 A.D.I SELECTED EXAMPLES
MULTIPLE VISTA STAGE
(PaNadio)
Teaxrm Omprzot
Figure 43. The comic scene, accord-
ing to Serlio. (Nicoll, Development
of the Theatre, p. 74. Reprinted by
permission.)
Form Diagram
Fig. 3 5. A reconstruction of the interior of an Elizabethan public playhouse
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'I 1550-1600 A.D.
_____________________________________________________________________ 
*1__________________________________
Political and
Historical Events
-High Renaissance
-Licencing of acting companies
(Eng.1572)
-Rise of ducal lords (It.)
-Council of Trent (1545-63)
-Battle of Lepanto
-Soanish Armada (1588)
-Edict of Nantes (1598)
-Mary Tudor (1553-58)
-Pope Paul (1555-59)
-Pope Pius (1556-72)
-Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments Typical Theatre Forms | Notable Examples
______________________ a a a1 1 V U
-Theatre moves indoors
-Emergence of opera
-Rationalism
-Elaboration of perspective
-Development of vistas
-Commedia dell'Arte:
-platforms
-Renaissance:
-permanent scenery
-sloping stage
-Elizabethan:
-raised stage
-no scenery
-Commedia dell'Arte (ca. 1560):
-platforms and courtyards
-Elizabethan:
-three quarter stage
-Renaissance:
-salon
-rectangular
-amphitheatre
-Teatro Olimpico (1580)
-Teatro Sabbionetta (1588)
-Swan Theatre. London (1596)
-Globe Theatre (1599)
-Fortune Theatre. London (1600)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship I Relationship I I Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Spectacles move to courts. -Commedia: -Shakespeare (1564- ) Shakespeare's plays (ca. 1580) -Dome of St. Peter's (1590)
-Commedia: -actors plaved within -Spenser (1552- ) -Obelisk move to St. Peter's
-outside at courts (early) the crowd -Gelosi troupe'(commedia) (1586)
-scene actual street or -mobile audience -Inigo Jones (1573- ) -The Capitol. Rome (1538-61)
square -professional actors -Bernini (1598- 
-Farnese Gardens,
-Renaissance: -very public -Futtenbach (1591- ) Rome (ca. 1560)
-theatre moves indoors -Renaissance: -Descartes (1596-
-street facades as part -hierarchical seating -Rubens (1577-
of set -best seat for perspectival Velasquez (1599-
accuracy
-site planning of tneatre ancuc
Oldgs- carefully calculateo -Elizabethan:
in relation to other civic -audience in round or
buildings 3/- seating
-prime seating in first
balcony
-hierarchical seating
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1600-1700 SELECTED EXAMPLES
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Form Diagram
PROSCENIUM STAGE
(Aliotti)
'I 1600-1700
I a 
_ ____ 
____ 
____ 
____
Political and
Historical Events
-Tnirty Years' War (1618-48)
-Peace of Westpahl1a (1648)
-Louis Siii (England, 1610)
-Charles II (1660)
-Romanovs (Russia. 1613)
-Pope Urban
-French Academy of Sciences'
(1666)
-Royal Society (1662)
-Peter the Great
(Russia, 1681)
-Restoration (1610)
-English Parliament closes
all theatres (1642)
-Globe Theatre burns.
rebuilt indoors (1613)
Developments in
Program/Themes
-Emergence of Baroque
-Private and court theatres
-Peak of Italian Opera
-Court masoue
-Italian intermezzo
-Spectacles
-French acting companies
include women
-French classicism
-Charles II patents play
production (1660)
-First German Opera,
Salzburg (1618)
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
-Scene a l'italienne
-Periakti
-Frontspiece
-Shutters
-Baroque:
-much stage machinery
-elaborate sets
-Depth of stage increases
-Proscenium
Typical Theatre Forms Notable Examples
-Development of Proscenium
theatre
-Opera House
-Rectilinear
-Horseshoe
-Apron Stage (English)
-Emergence of Baroque
-Teatro Farnese (1619)
-Teatro Barbanhi (Rome, 1634)
-Theatre Hotel de Bourgogne
(Paris, 1648)
-Salle des Machines (1655)
-Palais Royale (1641)
-King's Theatre (1663)
-First Drury Lane Theatre
(1674)
-Florimene (Jones, 1635)
-Vienna Opera House (1690)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Theatres assuming more -Theatre for the bourgeoise -Galli-Bibrena family -Stradavari family -Versailles (1624)
private character -Frontal 
-Torelli (b. 1608) (1649-1737) . -Santa Maria (Venice. 1632)
-Private court theatres -Set requirements separate -Troili (b. 1613) -Turmpet with Crooks -Piazza San Pietro
actor from performer -Moliere (b. 1622) (ca. 1600) (Rome. 1655-67)(England) aco rmpromr-Dryden (b. 1631)
-Seoarated by distance -Calden (. 160) -Guaneri family (1626-1745) -St. Paul's
n ( 6 -Bach (b. 1685) (London. 1675-1710)
-Racine (c. 1637) 
-Handel (b. 1685) 
-Languedoc Canal (1681)
-Newton (b. 1642) -Scarlatti (b. 1663) -calculus.
-Newon b. 142)-Corelli (b. 1653)
-Liebniz (b. 1646) laws of universal motion
-Wren (b. 16332) (1687)
-Voltaire (b. 1694)
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II I SELECTED EXAMPLES
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[Reprinted from Tidworth]
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Pl. 8S. Until the eighteenth century, theatres were hidden away reticently behind un-
assuming facades or in the recesses of palaces. Frederick the Great's opera house at Berlin
( 174 1 ) seems to have been thefirs theatre to be given prominence as a public building in its
own right. -
The ideal 'Teatro Nuovo' of
nd Ferrarese, rst published in
he key is as follows: A, the L
,lateral entrances: C, academies -
ng, sculpture, architecture and A '
, shops on the ground floor,
Yoms above: E, academy of
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ks both back to Roman models ---
rd to Ssper.
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Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments Typical Theatre Forms Notable Examples
Hitria Events___________ _______________________________
-Raoid spread of theatre
-Neoclassical mode
remains dominant
-Rococco extravagence
-Opera flourishes
-Regulation of theatre
(England)
-Commercialization of theatre
-Rise of repertory system
(England)
-English and French
sentimental drama
-Comic and ballad opera
(England)
-Halls growing in size
-First formal theatre
activity in U.S.
-Storm und Drang
-Scene a l'Italienne
-Proscenium
-Use of music and perspective
-Use of wings. flylofts
-Wide angle of vision
-Magnificence and splendor
-Acoustical considerations
increase
-Independent stage
-Proscenium
-Apron stage (England)
-Rise of horseshoe-shaped
theatres
-Elliptical, bell, and
ovaloid forms
-Tripartite stage
-Halian stage prevails
for uses other than drama
-Laroer theatres
-Stage houses expand
-Covent Garden
(London, 1732)
-Teatro Argentina
(Rome, 1732)
-Teatro San Carlo
(Naples, 1737)
-Teatro Imola (1779)
-Teatro Communale (1758)
-Opera de Versailles (1770)
-Teatro Alls Scalla
(Milan. 1778)
-Teatro Is Fenice
(Venice, 1792)
-Drury Lane Theatres (2-5)
-Play Licensing Act (1787)
-Louis XV (1715-74)
-French Revolution (1789)
-American Revolution (1776)
-Kant's "Critique" (1781)
-"Cosi Fan Tutti" (1790)
-"Siege of Rhodes"
(first Englisn opera, 1656)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship I Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Privatized theatre -Frontal -Galli Bibiena Family -Haydn (1732-1804) 
-Blenheim Palace (1705-24)
-Priatied heare Frotal-Inval ides (Paris. 1706)
buildings -Spectators seated -Girolamo Teodoli (Arch.) -Cherubini (1760-1842) -Invepeden all
-Theatre designed for (England) -Cavasale (Arch.) -Mozart (1756-91) -Inependence 
Hall
public consumption -Audience closely packed -More111 (Arch.) -Beethoven (1770-1827) -Place de lia Concorde
-Movement away from court together in pit or orchestra -Boulee (Arch.. 1728-1806) -Hoffman (177-1822) (Paris, 1753-70)
(and church) -Seating boxes to ensure -Nash (1752-1835) -Gluck (1714-1787) -Brandenburg Gate
-Theatre indoors audience hierarchy (loges) -Soane (1753-1837) -Gluck's "Iphgenie et Brlden, 1819
-Larger theatregoing public -Stage separate entity -Voltaire Tourice" (1779) -Capitol. Washington DC
-Elaborate theatre buildings from hall behind proscenium -Diderot -Mozart's (1792-1865)
-Goethe (1749-1832) -"Marriage of Figaro" (1786)
-Schiller (1759-1805) -"Don Giovanni" (1782)
-Schinkel (1781-1841) -"Cosi Fan Tutti" (1790)
-Kant -Siege of Rhodes
(First English opera, 1656)
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1800-1850 ii SELECTED EXAMPLES
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Political and
Historical Events
-Napolenoic Wars (1803-15
-Congress of Vienna (1814-15)
-Waterloo (1815)
-Economic deoression in Eurooe
-Rise of deomcracy (1815-40)
-Karl Marx (1818-85)
-George IV (1820-30)
-Victoria (1837-1901)
-General polit.ical instability
-Rise of industrialism
-Decline of rationalism
-Rise of middle class
-Expression of public
education
Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
1800-1850
Typical Theatre Forms Notable Examples
____________________ I a a
-Melodrama
-Romanticism
-Realism
-Commercial theatre previals
-Art as a luxury
-Storm und Drang
-Return of dialogue
-Verisimilitude rejected
-Use of mosic
-Variety hall to appeal
to popular tastes
-Illusion
-Naturalistic settings
-Box set (1840)
-Naivite
-Real props
-Stage doors
-Revolving stages
-Stage curtain
-Peephole stage
-Artificial lighting
(Paris Opera. 1822)
-Salons
-Concert halls
-Italian opera house styles
-Double and triple stages
-Existing buildings reused
-Orchestral seating
-Auditoria growing larger
-National Theatre (Munich 1812)
-Neues Schauspeilhaus
(Berlin. 1817)
-Astor Place Opera House
(New York. 1847)
-Stadttheatre (Hamburg. 1828)
-Drury Lane and Covent Garden
expand
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Stage an escaoe from reality -Curtain conceals stage -Dumas (1824-95) -Romanticism -Regent Street (London. 1819)
-Theatre for range of classes changes from audience view -Hugo (1802-85) -Wagner (1813-83) -Menai Suspension
-Stage in private theatre -Frontal -Gagol (1809-52) -Berlioz (1803-64) Bridge (1821)
buildings -Turgeneu (1818-83) -Mendelssohn (1809-47) -Altes Museum
-Use of realistic stage -Ruskin (1819-1900) -Chopin (1809-47) (Berlin. 1828)
effects (i.e. real -Tennyson (1806-92) -Verdi (1813-1901) -British Museum
horse-drawn carriages) -Emerson (1803-82) -Offenbach (1821-80) (London, 1824-47)
creates idealized -Neitzsche (1840-1900) -Liszt (1871-1886) -Eric Cana (1824)
associations with real city -Zola (1840-1902) -Bruckner (1824-96) -Houses of Parliament
-Ibsen (1828-1906) -Cast Iron bed for . (London. 1840-65)
-Growth in urban population 
-Strindberg (1844-1912) pianoforte (1825) 
-Balloon framing (1830)
-Lautenschagen (1843-1906) -slide trumpet (1820) -Portland convent (1824)
-Stowe -Brahms (1833-1907) -Advent of electricity (1879)
-Tchaikovsky (1840-93)
-Dvorak (1841-1904)
35.
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1850-1900 II SEETE1XAPE
Figure 97. Wagner's Festspielhaus,
Bayreuth, 1876: . plan. (Credit:
Cheney, The Theatre, p. 428b.)
$|M-ANP rt'k.IM6 t-k O(VZ, ( l,514)
P. z55. Working drawings of the
cantilevered galleries used as the RAyal
English Opera House (now the Palace
Theatre). London. in go ^
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Political and
Historical Events
-Period of relative peace
-Industrial revolution
-Engels (1801-1941)
-Darwin's Origin of
Species (1859)
-World Columbia Exposition
(Chicago. 1893)
-U.S. Civil War (1861-5)
-Lincoln
-Congress of Berlin (1878)
-Rise of Nationalism
-Chinese troupe plays
in Paris (1895)
-Japanese troupe
in London (1900)
ii
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Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
I III
1850-1900
Typical Theatre Forms Notable Examples
I ___________________ a I 4 ___________________V I
-Neo-realism
-Director assumes creative
role
-Democratic seating
-Use of visiting artists
-Theatrical runs increase
in length
-Decline of repertory
companies
-Resurgence in pure drama
-More specialization of houses
-Naturalism
-Symbolism (1880-1900)
-Orchestra pit
-Slightly inclined stage
-Double proscenium
("mystic gulf")
-Electric stage lighting
(1879)
-Reverberation equation
(1898)
-Boxset
-Levelling of stage floor
-Revolving stage
-Elevator stage
-Reversion to ampitheatre form
-Continental seating
-Trend towards smaller houses
-Decorated box
-Academy of Music
(Vienna. 1857)
-Hofopernhaus
(Vienna. 1869)
-Paris Opera (1874)
-Bayreuth Festspielhaus
(1876)
-Royal Albert Hall (1871)
-Neues Gewandhaus
Leipzig (1886)
-Burg Theatre
(Vienna. 1887)
-Concertgebouw
(Amsterdam. 1888)
-Auditorium Theatre
(Chicago. 1889)
-Carnegie Hall
(New York. 1891)
-Free Stage (Berlin. 1889)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Large urban population -"Mystic gulf" separates -Wagner (1813-83) -Puccini (1858-1924) -Crystal Palace (1854)
flocks to theatre; reality from illusionary -Semper -Elgar (1857-1934) -Suez Canal (1869)
economic propensity world of stage -Wilde (1854-1900) -Mahler (1860-1911) -St. Pancras Station
for theatre industry -Class differences favored -Shaw (1856-1950) -Debussy (1862-1918) (London. 1873)
-Bayreuth influence in in seating -Chekov (1860-1904) -Strauss (1864-1946) -Trinity Church (Boston 1877)
German architecture -Stars: touring actors and -Pirandello (1887-1936) -Sibelius (1865-1957) -First ferrous metal framed
-Rise of theatre districts. composers -Gorky (1868-1936) -Schonberg (1874-1951) building (Chicago. 1883)
boulevard theatre (Broaoway) -Audience intermingles -Stanislavsky (1863-1958) -Ravel (1875-1937) -Passenger elevator (1853)
across classes -Ziegfeld (1868-1932) -Ives (1874-1954) -Dynamite (1864)
-Use of curtain -Reinhardt (1873-1943) -Janacek (1854-1928) -Reinforced concrete (1867)
-Lopeau (1879-1949) 
-Humberdinck (1854-1911) 
-Brooklyn Bridge (1883)
-Sullivan (1856-1924) 
-Poulenc (1899- ) 
-Eiffel Tower (1887)
-Behrens (1868-1940) 
-Wagner: 
-Chicago frame (1890)
-Pelzig (1869-1936) 
-Ring (1876) 
-Steam turbine (1884)
-Frank Lloyd Wright 
-Parsifal (1882) 
-Gasoline engine (1873)
(1867-1959) 
-Stravinsky (1882-1972)
-Perret (1874-1964) 
-Rachmaninoff (1891-1943)
-Van de Velde (1865-1957)
-Appia (1862-1928)
-Craig (1872-1966)
-Antoine (1858-1948)
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-uII SELECTED EXAMPLES
Figure 104. Appia's setting for Christoph Willibald Gluck's Orfeo. (Nicoll, Development
of the Theatre, p. 209. Reprinted by permission.)
P1. a 5S. Max Littmann's Prinregententheater, Munich (1902), is an adaptation of
Bayreuth to the more monumental style of a ciy opera house. It has a single ramp of seats,
no gallery and no boxes, except at the back, but staircases and foyers are more spacious.
38.
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Political and Developments in Scenographic and ical T
Historical Events Program/Themes Technical Developments
-World War I (1914) -Realism -Luminescent screens -Halram opera plan -Symphony Hall
-First Russian -Decline of naturalism -Motion pictures -Horseshoe form (Boston, 1900)
Revolution (1905) -Utopianism -Amplified sound -Rococo revivalism -Prinzregenten Theatre
-Rochoaller Foundation -Simplicity 
-Tiered boxes (Munich. 1901)
formed (1913) -Standard reaction 
-Aisles widen -Hoftheatre (Wiemar, 1908)
-Darmstadt Colony (1908) -Stage director as artist (fire reg. in U.S.) -Kinstler Theatre
-Deutscher Werkbund (1907) -Importance of human body -Rudimentary building (Munich. 1907)
-Rise of socialism (Appia) (Free Theatre) -Orchestra Hall
-First motion picture -"Little Theatres" (Chicago, 1909)
theatre (Pa.. 1905) 
-Hellerau Theatre (1912)
-Theatre de Vieux
Colombier (1913-23)
-Schuaspielhaus
(Dresden. 1914)
-Strand Theatre
(New York. 1914)
-Grosses Scahuspielhaus
(Berlin. 1919)
-Moscow Art Tneatre (1910)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. Important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-Growth of boulevard theatre -Actor and audience 
-Scharoun (1893-1973) 
--Firebird" (1910) 
-Larkin Building (1904)
-Theatre district becoming unified 
-Mendelsohn (1887-1953) 
-Strauss' "Rosenkavalier" 
-Penn Station
-Smaller stages througnout 
-More intimacy 
-Harrison (1895) (1911) (New York. 1910)
city 
-Kahn (1897-1975) 
-Weill (1900-50) 
-Woolworth Building
-Aalto (1892-1976) 
-Balanchine (1904-1984) (New York. 1913)
-Gutherie (1900-1971) 
-Copland (1900- ) 
-wireless (1901)
-Breuer (1908- ) -Shostakovich (1906-75) 
-Pacific cable (1902)
-Gropius (1883- ) -Bernstein (1918- ) -First airplane flight (1903)
-Bing (1902- ) -Britten (1913- ) -Ouantum theory (1901)
-Olivier (1907- ) 
-Karajan (1908- ) 
-Relativity (1905)
-Biechet (1903- ) 
-Graf (1904-72) 
-Psychoanalysis (1904)
-Hueilla (1910- ) -Marinetti (1876-1944)
-Lisicky 
-Tzara (1896-1963)
-Stanislavsky -Satie
39.
SELECTED EXAMPLES
Figure 111. Meyerhold's theater, Moscow. 1935: plan
and isometric. G.B. Barkhin and Eugene Vachtangov,
architects. (Credit: VH 101. No. 7-8, 1972. p. 105.)
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-Varied
-Theatre-in-the-round
-U-theatre
-Commercial playhouses
converted to moviehouses
-Form widens of with
reouirement of spoken word
-Apron and thrust stages
-Drama in smaller playhouses
-Film
II
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Developments in
Program/Themes
Scenographic and
Technical Developments
____________________ i ____________________ _____________________ aS S I.
-Between the Wars
-Rise of Socialism
-Rise of Nazism
-Bolshevik Revolution (1917)
-League of Nationa (1919)
-Arbeistrat fur Kunst (1918)
-Die Galserne Kette (1919)
-Bauhaus (1919-20)
-Stock market crash (1929)
-Depression
-Political unrest
-WPA Arts Project (1935-43)
-League of Nations (1919)
-Variety of theatre
expression
-Political thetre
-Surrealism
-Constructivism
-Futurism
-Dada
-Formal ism
-Importance of human body
-Resurgence of spoken
dialogue
-Musical play (vaudeville)
-Little theatres. U.S. (1915)
-College production groups
-Anti-illusionism
-Flexible theatre
-Technology exploited
-Minimalixm
-Specialized houses for
music and dance
1919-1945
Typical Theatre Forms Notable Examples
-Grosses Scahuspielhaus
(Berlin. 1919)
-Bauhaus Total Theatre (1927
-Meyerhold's Biomechanical
Theatre (1935)
-Molnar's U-Theatre (1927)
-Radio City (1932)
-Das Tribunal Konigsberg
(Piscator, 1919)
-Worcester Audit (1930)
-San Francisco Opera (1932)
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations j
Theatre-in-round -Spectator becomes "inside" -Gropius -Bernstein (b. 1918) -First commercial radio
image of community stage action, like in -Schlemmer -Menze (b. 1926) broadcast (1920)
-Theatre as microcosm ancient times -Brecht -Stockhausen (b. 1928) -Television (1926)
-Meyerhold -Carter (b. 1908) -Talking motion pictures
-Piscator 
-Bartok (1926)
-Belgeddes -Cage -Rockefeller Center
-Tessner -Varese (New York. 1931-9)
-Copeeu (1879-1949) -TVA (1931-51)
-Artaud (1895-1948) -Lindbergh (1927)
-Kazan (b. 1909) 
-Empire State
-Meilziner (1901-76) Building (1932)
-Ionesco (b. 1912) 
-Hoover Dam (1936)
-Shaw (b. 1913) 
-George Washington Bridge/
-Anouilh (b. 1910) Holland Tunnel (1932)
-Eliot (1882-1965) 
-Quantum mechanics (1925)
-Nuclear chain
reaction (1938)
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Figure 185. National Theater. Budapest: experimental studio. Designed by Weber and
Rubinov, 1965. (Credit: L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui, No. 129, 1966.)
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Political and Developments in Scenographic and Iypical Theatre Forms Notable ExamplesHistorical' Events Program/Themes Technical .Developments
-World War II (1939-45) -Neoconstructionism -Multipurpose theatres -Theatre-in-round (areana) -Living Theatre
-Atomic bombs dropped on -Anti-illusion -No sets -Environmental theatre -Royal Festival Hall,
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (1945) -Exploration for a space -Use of electronic effects -Open stage (London 1951)
-UN Founded (1945) theatre -Computer technology -Adaptable equipment -Stadtsoper (Vienna. 1955)
-Korean War (1950-3) -Theatre of the absurd -Usee of film projection -Theatre centers -Loeb Drama Center (1960)
-Death of Stalin (1953) -Epic theatre -Lighting as dominant element -Large studios -Theatre de la Cite
-Vietnam War (1962-73) -Political theatre -Minimalism (Lyons, 1957)
-Watergate -Environmental theatre -Multi-media productions -Berliner Philharmonie (1963)
-Marginal theatre 
-Metropolitan Opera (1965)
-Production with speech. 
-Sydney Opera (1973)
linguistics
-Happenings
-Abstract expressionism
-Nudity
-Burlesque
-Musical play
-Off Broadway
-Black theatre
Typ. City/Stage Typ. Audience/Perf. important Practicioners Composers/ Civic, Urban, Industrial
Relationship Relationship Musical Innovations Design Innovations
-No literal stage -No physical or psychological -Barba (1936- 
-Reich 
-Lever House (1952)
-Theatre and daily distance between audience -Schechner -Glass -Grand Coulee Dam (1952)
experience and actors -Malina (1926- -Riley -Chandigarh (1957)
more continuous -Theatre more "penetrating" -Cunningham -jazz -Guggenheim Museum (1959)
- are cnters and intimate to compete 
-Nsa June Paik )rock 
-TWA Terminal (1962)
centralized multi-use with television 
-Arrbal(1932-Minimalism 
-Transistor (1948)
become defined districts -Grotonski'S dissolution of -Planchon (1931- ) -Electronics -Electronic computer (1950)
within citine distthe "idea of thetre" Sppwithin cities 
-Schechner: audience is part -Pinter (1930- ) 
-Electron microscope
-Theatre in found space.f -Simon (1927- ) 
-Radar (1940)
throughout city of total event even if -Smn(97-Mnothmon16)throughout City people think they are just -Atlee (1928- ) 
-Man on the moon (1969)
-Grotowski (1933- -Worldwide satelliteSpectators 
-Kaprow (1927- ) communication (1966)
-Wilson -Commercial nuclear power
-Serban (1956)
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CHAPTER 2
THE CITY AS THEATRE
or,
A MULTIPLICITY OF VENUES
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Introduction:
This chapter attempts to break open the definition of
theatre and to try to discover the multiple ways in which
activities and places which can loosely be termed "theatre"
sprout up throughout the modern city. Our case study here
is Boston, and we shall be looking for frameworks, or
form supports, that somehow enable or encourage -- this
broad notion of theatre and performance-type events to
occur. In other words, this chapter asks, what defines the
'stage' in the modern city? Who is the audience, how do
people gather, and how spontaneous is this gathering? How
do the form organization and acts of 'spectating' and
'performing' relate to more mundane activities? How
explicit is the theatrical experience vis a vis life in
general?
In architectural terms, these questions can be posed as
relationships between the stage and the city, or as an
analysis of what architectonic and urban constructs foster,
or at least support, a theatrical experience. To what extent
do siting characteristics, however intentional, diverse, or
47.
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serendipity, create a workable, people-involving entertainment
experience? Is the architectural image of "the theatre"
really necessary for all theatrical activities? I hope to show
here that indeed such a definition may be necessary and
valid for certain experiences to be successful, but clearly
not for all of life's entertaining moments. And, I like
those moments, spontaneous times when excitement is in
the air, a cluster of people around a sidewalk chess game,
for example.
But, affinity is not the only reason why I include this
survey in a thesis on theatre design. I seek to discover
here whether there mightn't be certain recurring form and
siting relationships which somehow draw people together,
making such events possible. Of course I realize that many
of these drawing cards have little to do with architecture
or even form, but rather evolve from other forces such as
the actual "name" of the performer, or place, for example.
But almost every impetus (or deterrent) to theatre experience
is somehow connected to people and architectonics, whether
in a traditional theatre (an obvious case), or in a crowded
subway station. It is possible that all performance experiences,
48.
including the type just mentioned, may be reduced/schematized
to their formal elements. For, if a prerequisite to a
thatrical experience is an assembly of people, then an
understanding of the places in which people tend to gather
can be highly useful towards the design of theatre and
performance spaces. This discovery could be an invaluable
tool to the designer of an urban theatre complex.
These relationships and questions shall be dealt with by
surveying a variety of situations that I have taken the
liberty to call "theatrical" throughout Boston. Some of
these references are easily identifiable as theatre as we
usually conceptualize it; other examples push things to the
edge a bit. My intention here, like in the first chapter, is
to simply understand a vocabulary of gathering, from
which I might develop a design language. My methodology
here is admittedly rather crude, and I will not answer
many of the questions which I ask. Nonetheless, I look at
49.
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3. STADIUM: Fenway Park.
4. T.V. ROOM: Living Room at Sam and Emily's
House.
5. STREET THEATRE: Harvard Coop Alcove,
Harvard Square; Downtown Crossing.
6. STOREFRONT THEATRE:
House,Theatre District,
an environment or event with a photograph and a simple
diagram, usually a plan of the arrangement of the
performance experience, often drawn from memory. I
complement each example with a brief description of
relevant siting, architectural, and non-architectural factors.
A list of these "venues," first stating the general type and
then the specific place studied, follows. My apologies for
missing any of the reader's favorites.
1. BANDSHELL: Hatch Shell, Boston Esplanade.
2. CINEMA/MALL COMBO: Copley Place/Sack
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
Boston Opera
7. OBJECT CONCERT HALL: Symphony Hall.
8. THEATRE COMPLEX: Boston Center for the
Arts.
9. VIDEO ARCADE: America's Game, Cambridge.
10. PUB: The Plough and Stars, Cambridge.
11. CEREMONIAL SPACE: Christian Science Center
12. SUBWAY MUSIC: Park Street Station.
13. LUNCH GATHERING: Copley Plaza.
14. THE CITY TRANSFORMED: First Night
Celebration
50.
TYPE
EXAMPLE
BANDSHELL
HATCH SHELL
Description:'
Open bandshell along major riverside
park (Charles River Esplanade).
Basic Form:
Directional, linear, orientation;
quarter-sphere shell with elevated stage
and proscenium. Point focus on stage
area, but river is another major
attraction.
Place Definition:
Charles River and Storrow Drive form
boundaries of esplanade. Slight
depression in ground form creates bowl
effect; statues, pedestrian paths, tree
surround complete definition.
Special Qualities:
Beautiful shell interior in warm wood
finish; backlit by sun; night lighting
makes shell look like big, golden globe;
seasonal use; river proximity.
Designed Activities:
Outdoor Summer Pops concerts, ballet and
other planned performances; locus of
July 4th fireworks celebration.
Serendipity Activities:
People watching along reiverside
promenade; picnics on lawn before and
during performances; audience of passing
cars.
Flexibility:
Audience highly mobile; performances
limited by raised proscenium stage.
Site Access:
Via pedestrian or bike paths, over
Arthur Fiedler footbridge from downtown;
via adjacent Storrow Drive (parking in
right lane).
Internal Access:
Audience can enter anywhere; stage
serviced by low stage house from rear.
See Also:
Damrosch Park Shell (Lincoln Center);
Votee Park Shell (Teaneck, NJ);
Entry to Sullivan's Transportation
Building (Chicago World's Fair, 1893)
VIEW
DIAGRAM
The
bicentennial Pops concert on the Esplanad'o
July 4, 1976, brought out the biggest crowd in
the history of orchetral perfomance. It heard
'7he Stars and Stripes Forever." and Tchai-
kovsky's "1812" Overture with booming can-
nons ad the toiling of every church be in Bos-
ton. More than 400,000 people - "better than
Woodstock. Fiedler liked to point out - were
there, cheering Fiedler, the Pops, and the role
both had played in representing and celebrating
the national character.
51.
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ITYPE CINEMA/MALL COMBOEXAMPLE. COPLEY PLACE
Description:
Nine Sack theatres in large urban
shopping mall.
Basic Form:
Large rectangular volume subdivided as
grid; each house with banked floor and
proscenium-type stage.
Place Definition:
Lighted marquee bills current
attractions; generally characterized by
milling of large crowd.
Special Qualities:
Halls are identical in finish; very
lively due to quantity of people.
Designed Activities:
Movie-going.
Serendipity Activities:
Chatter and clowning on long waiting
lines; ushers shouting instructions.
meeting; crowd response during films;
other adjacent nightlife activities
flourishing.
Flexibility:
Cinema houses could be adapted to other
small assembly gatherings.
Site Access:
Mall access via large entryways; cinema
complex on access finger off main mall
area; close to central node/atrium,
which features large and ostentatious
fountain..
Internal Access:
All theatres served by central, common
ticket/lobby/concession area. Other
service facilities shared. Remote
egress.
See Also:
Sack Cinemas Nationwide; Main street O-ts
cinema; the adjacent Commons Bar.
52.
TYPE STADIUM
EXAMPLE. FENWAY PARK
Description:
An urban stadium with box and bleacher
seating for approx. 35,000; located in
wharehouse/nightclub district near ADVNCE
Kenmore Square; home of the Boston Red E5 0
Sox. n
Basic Form:
Point-focussed arena stage (playing
field) arrangement.
Place Definition:
High walled, internalized park; souvenir
shops, vendors, large crowds and traffic
mark events.
Special Qualities:
Seasonal and transitory-- dormant in
winter and when Red Sox on the road;
grass in the city!; tremendous traffic
jams spill to surrounding neighborhoods;
unique among stadiums because of urban
character and surroundings, irregular
form, and nearness of high left-field
wall.
Designed Activities:
Boston Red Sox home f iled; used almost
exclusively for professional baseball.
Serendipity Activities:
Crowd antics and games (i.e. bouncing
beachball throughout stands, paper cup
fights, pounding on back wall behind
bleachers).
Flexibility:
Could be used for large concerts,
revivals, security police roundups, etc. -.
Site Access:
Via car to numerous surrounding parking
lots or by foot from T and surrounding
neighborhoods; Entry points at various
points around edge.
Internal Access:
Enter seating section from underneath;
steeply sloping hierarchical seating.
See Also: ..- ACT I, SCENE I:
Roman colisseum; New Orleans Superdome. .IED SOX DEFFAT
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TYPE WATCHING TV
EXAMPLE SAM & EMILY'S LIVING ROOM
Description:
The living room of a couple's
triple-decker in a Jamaica Plain. MA.
Basic Form:
Horseshoe shaped furniture organization;
TV set placed in front of bay window.
Place Definition:
Furniture, plants and bay window.
Special Qualities:
Brand new VCR; room glows at night,
visible from street.
Designed Activities:
Sitting, watching TV, talking.
Serendipity Activities:
Parties, sleeping, gamelan rehearsals
(spills over from adjacent room).
Flexibility:
Could also be a bedroom. This space was
formerly used for weekly rehearsals of a
music ensemble (gamelan) with about 15
players and instruments. VIEW
Site Access:
House is up steps, through porch, off
residential street.
Internal Access:
TV room is off main through-house
corridor.
Current Boston Village Gamelan rehearsal
space; video in clubs.
...................................................................................... . ..
....................................... 6
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TYPE .STREET PERFORMANCE
-EXAMPLE HARVARD COOP ALCOVE
Description:
Main entry to a Harvard Square
department store.
Basic Form:
U-shaped, partial containment formed by
alcove; proscenium; lagoon off of
primary turbulent main pedestrains and
vehicular path streams.
Place Definition:
Enclosure on three sides and overhead
defines a sheltered area; two columns
define screen enclosure at sidewalk
edge; proximity to mass transit station.
Special Qualities:
Great acoustics!; also offers respite
from bustle of busy sidewalk path;
ornate storefront and doors; located
across street from key transport node--
provides steady influx of potential
audience.
Designed Activities:
Store entry and window shopping; window VIEW
displays (in two projecting bays at rear
of alcove near entry). DIAGRAMSerendipity Activities:
Street performances, only when store is
closed.
Flexibility: -
Audience free to come and go at will;
accomodates variety of entertainment
events.
Site Access:
Proximity to MBTA stop across street; ................................... -..------------------......
along major shopping district spine.
Internal Access: --- - -
Performer enters alcove and locates
centrally; audience can enter within
column enclosure, or overflow beyond.
See Also:
Quincy Market, Boston; Downtown Crossing
(Filene's awning).
55.
STOREFRONT THEATRE
J3OSTON OPERA HOUSE
Description:
A recently renovated, 2300-seat house
for grand opera; constructed in 1932.
Basic Form:
Horseshoe-shaped hall parallel to
internal access spine; grand inner
foyer; proscenium stage.
Place Definition:
Ornate facade and parapet; elaborate
outer foyer in bronze, marble and
plaster.
Special Qualities:
Facade towers over neighbors in row;
crenulated ornamentation as place
marker.
Designed Activities:
Performances of opera, large assembly,
concerts, etc.
Serendipity Activities:
Meeting and occasional street
performance in recessed vesibule;
vestibule also doubles as bedroom for
bums.
Flexibility:
Limited by formality of stage and place.
Site Access:
Through-block circulation spine allows
access from either Washington or Tremont
Streets.
Internal Access:
Hall access and internal lobby off spine
access.
See Also:
Symphony Hall; Metropolitan Opera House
(Lincoln Center-- see Chapter 3.3)
VIEW
DIAGRAMI
TYPE
EXAMP
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TYPE
EXAMPLE I
Description:
World-renowned hal
other large scale
of Boston Symphony
Pops; Seats 2050.
OBJECT
SYMPHONY HALL
1 for symphony and
musical events; home
Orchestra and Boston
Basic Form:
Shoebox-shaped volume center-aisle
seating; proscenium stage;
horseshoe-shaped balconies.
Place Definition:
Directional bend in Massachusetts Ave.
at Hall places Hall on street axis; in
area of concentration of institutional
buildings; marquee and singular volume
of hall block describe building and use;
lighted Pops sign and large wreath
decorate roof of marquee; brick.
Special Qualities:
Excellent acoustics; surprising
simplicity; wood floor; glass elevator.
Designed Activities:
Symphony, Pops and other staged
performances.
Serendipity Activities:
Ticket hawkers outside; rush ticket
sales on Saturday afternoons bring long
lines for hours along Huntington Ave.
edge.
Flexibility:
Orchestra floor seating can be removed
for conversion into cabaret style
seating for Pops concerts.
Site Access:
Entry perpendicular to Mass. Ave and
Hall; formal Huntington Ave. entry not
generally used, except for egress;
subway stop (Symphony) on sidewalk
outside Hall; limited parking in
adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Internal Access:
Mass Ave. entry and foyer, with box
office; hall surrounded by circulation
loop.
See Also:
Paris Opera; Avery Fisher Hall; Berlin
Phi lharmonie.
VIEW
: .I DIAG
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TYPE URBAN THEATRE COMPLEX
EXAMPLE BOSTON CENTER for the ARTS
Description:
Renovated group of theatres and
galleries in Boston's South End.
Includes homes for the Boston Ballet,
New Erlich Theatre, Mills Gallery
Cyclorama, and the vacant Erlich
Theatre.
Basic Form:
Linear, diagonal setback from Tremont
Street access.
Place Definition:
Brick paved triangular plaza, historical
buildings, sidewalk kiosk/cafe.
Special Qualities:
Concentrated revitalization in
previously decaying urban zone. Circular
Cyclorama building is a unique, -
self-stable form (on interior). The
vacant Erlich Theatre is an unsightly e
hulk which undermines eastern edge. jw '1.
Renovation of decaying interiors of most
of the buildings required.
Designed Activities: VIEW
Part of facility was designed as
theatres; other portion (west) DIAGRAM
originally designed for commercial uses;
planned uses are now drama, art
exhibitions, rehearsal and studio i__ 
_
spaces. ,.. ***** d.......seeeeeee
Serendipity Activities:
Sidewalk cafe, street performances; 0
parties (i.e. the annual Artists Ball) 
-.
in the Cyclorama. 0
Flexibility: . *0*.
Diversity of spaces provides for 0 - * es *
variable uses. ... -0.*,
Site Access: e .0
Via Tremont Street and side street; 
. *
On-street parking only. :0 @0
Internal Access: . .. *
Off main outdoor plaza and sidewalk; no 0 , **
internally connected access system, *.0 v0
except between New Erlich Theatre and ,, ,e*.*
Cyclorama. * 0*
See Also: -
Lincoln Center, Chautauqua Intsitution.
58.
I TYPEEXAMPLE
Description:
A collection of over 100 video
pinball games under one roof.(!) -
VIDEO ARCADE
AMERICA'S GAME
and
Basic Form:
A rectangle with elevated rear section.
Machines line walls and partitions.
Multiple activity foci. Introverted
game-playing.
Place Definition:
Neon signage on exterior; recently
renovated with 'high-tech' styling;
curved window at facade; level change
near back.
Special Qualities:
Beeps, rings and buzzes. High visibility
of interior from street through large
storefront windows; mostly young, male
clientele.
Designed Activities:
Feeding quarters into machines.
Serendipity Activities:
Clustering of spectators around popular
games; tournaments; a hang out despite
no loitering sign.
Flexibility:
Could allow other retail uses.
Site Access:
Through alcove entry off, and
with, Massachusetts Avenue.
parallel
Internal Access:
Double loaded ciculation loop services
banks of machines.
See Also:
Pachinko parlors, bocce court, stadium,
other sporting/recreation events.
VIEW
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| TYPE I
| EXAMPLE I PLOUGH and STARS
Description:
Small, very popular, pub on,
Massachusetts Avenue in Cambridge.
Features bar, light food, occasionally.
live music.
Basic Form:
Directional space; single story volume
on corner; stage for live entertainment
in back corner.
Place Definition:
Marked by small, understated sign;
corner entry.
Special Qualities:
Minimal dimensions; feeling of privacy;
regular clientele gives sense of
comraderie and familiarity; smoky.
Designed Activities:
Drinking, eating and meeting.
Serendipity Activities:
Dancing, fighting.
Flexibility:
Limited by small size.
Site Access:
Off main thoroughfare via corner entry.
See Also:
The Metro (mod discotheque); your local
diner; liquor stores.
....... .......... :...:.w , :
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PUB
TYPE CEREMONIAL SPACE
EXAMPLE, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CENTER
Description:
A large complex of religious and support
buildings for world headquarters of
Christian Science Church.
Basic Form:
Triangular parcel laid out along several
ceremonial axes. Mother Church edifice
occupies central position.
Place Definition:
Object-like buildings and large (approx.
60 x 600 ft. ) reflecting pool define
primary outdoor plaza spaces.
Special Qualities:
Open, expansive plane in contrast to
majority of neighboring urban fabric.
Neatly groomed, patrolled enclave.
Mapparium (giant stained-glass globe
through which one can walk features
absolutely incredible acoustics - a
whisper sounds amplified from 30 feet
away). VIEWDesigned Activities:
Walking, contemplation, reading, DIAGRAM
sitting, tourism.
Serendipity Activities:
Skateboarding, rollerskating, vistas,
circular fountain features screaming
kids dodging water jets, with parents
and passersby spectating. -.
Site Access: -
Via controlled points (by curb cuts) -
along Massachusetts and Huntington
Avenues. Located diagonally across from ... ...
Symphony Hal 1.
Internal Access: -- 0
From underground parking to plaza. From .* '*
building to building, via plaza. 0
See Also:
Symphony Hall, Paris Opera, Washington
Mall, Italian piazzas.
61.
TYPE
EXAMPLE; I SUBWAY MUSICPARK STREET STATION
Description:
Mass. Bay Transit Authority ('T"
station at major downtown node.
Basic Form:
Subway tunnels in two directions on two
levels punctuated by columns and stairs.
Place Definition:
Tunnel pylons and tracks define waiting
areas and islands.
Special Qualities:
Dark, noisy, smelly, and often very
crowded. Recent station renovations
include color-coded lighting and wal l
tile mural; visual contact across
tracks.
Designed Activities:
Waiting, meeting, train transfers.
Serendipity Activities:
Musical performances, newspaper and
flower vendors, bustling street
performance and vendor activity in plaza
above.
Flexibility:
Constrained by trains, track, subway
police.
Site Access:
From street above via stairs and
escalators; via connecting Green and Red
Line Trains.
Internal Access:
Directly across Green Line Track, or via
stairs and tunnel system.
See Also:
Downtown Crossing, Boston; New York
subways, Grand Central Station, N.Y.
NIV I
VIEW
DIAGRAM
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TYPE
IEXAMPLE,
LUNCH GATHERING
COPLEY PLAZA
Description:
A large, open plaza at confluence of
Huntington Avenue and Boylston Street.
Bounded by Trinity Church, Boston Public
Library, Copley Plaza Hotel and Boylston
Street.
Basic Form:
Horizontal plane, rectangular, sunken
about six feet below street level.
Place Definition:
Marked by key surrounding buildings,
several with important historical value.
Special Qualities:
Reflection of plaza, especially the
beautiful Trinity Church, by
mirror-glazed Hancock Tower. Central
location. Sunken.
Designed Activities:
Walking, sitting, eating lunch,
gathering.
Serendipity Activities:
Skateboarding, ice sculptures at First
Night (New Years) celebration.
Site Access:
Poor, due to a retaining wall and series
of shallow steps from Boylston Street,
the primary pedestrian access route.
Internal Access:
Across plaza via diagonal paths and
tiered steps. Direction tends toward
backdrop of Trinity Church.
See Also:
City Hall Plaza, Boston; Lincoln Center
Plaza; Italian piazzas; Christian
Science Center.
I VIEWDIAGRAM
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Description:
City-sponsored New Years Eve celebration
featuring hundreds of arts events,
parades, ice sculptures, lasers, street
performances,fireworks displays, etc.
Basic Form:
a non-directional
organi zat ion.
Place Definition:
Key event loci are
churches, in store
traffic intersections,
THE CITY TRANSFORMED
FIRST NIGHT CELEBRATION
in CA
field
on streets, in
windows, major
City Hall Plaza.
Special Qualities:
City is transformed into a giant stage.
People smiling, partying, being
friendly!
Designed Activities:
Performances are generally planned, but
usually held in spaces designed for
other uses.
Serendipity Activities:
Meeting, vending, hornblowing, screaming
people, people with painted faces.
Site Access:
Sponsors promote access to city via
subways. Access to events variable via
city sidewalks.
Internal Access:
Flexible, ambulatory wandering from
event to event (the purchase of a button
buts access to all events).
See Also:
Mardi Gras, Chinese
Celebration, Parades.
New Year
F VIEW I.I DIAGRAM 1
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CHAPTER
THE THEATRE AS MICROCOSM OF
AND CULTURE
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Introduction
The concept of the theatre as a microcosm -- a mini-world
expressive of the culture in which it exists -- is explored
in this chapter. This notion is especially relevant if we are
to consider theater in its broadest sense to include ritual,
ceremony, and collective gathering for purposes of spectacle
of one sort or another. Perhaps even more than religious
buildings, the theatre form is best suited to embody -- in
methaphorical, symbolic or even literal terms -- certain
structures, hierarchies, and attitudes of its larger culture.
The theatre has historically been both a kind of window
and mirror for a society, an intensification of values and
ideals through a communality of creative experience, whether
for the reinforcement of traditions or to break down
generally accepted notions of reality. The dramatic, collective
act or ritualistic expression may serve as a profound, often
allegorical manifestation of the aspirations, fears, histories
and politics of a culture. And the physical setting for such
expressions, whether architectural or natural, scenographic
or serendipitous, often serve to reinforce the message.
Environmental art, primitive ritual, body art, performance
pieces and happenings take notions of both theatre and
performance to their extremes, -dissolving barriers between
the theatre and a way of life. By restating, curving,
ceremonializing and mobilizing, theatre has often left the
confines of a stage and involved itself in life's experiences.
It is in this sense that the theatre may have its greatest
power in the shaping of public consciousness. When the
theatre becomes permeable and universal, its message can
att much greater significance.
Festival in Piazza St. Marco, Venice.
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Avant garde performance, South Bronx, N.Y.'
(credit: Henri)
Theatre can also occur wherein the entire architecture or
natural environment becomes the actual stage. When this
inversion or reversal takes place, the theatre gains a
microcosmic power, becoming an activity in which the life
force is strengthened. Architecture can and has often
played a key role in this message, harmonizing with and
symbolically reiterating an ideal.
This chapter seeks to address, through example, the notion
of architectural systems which are somehow trying to be
both city and theatre, either literally or symbolically. I try
to draw on examples in which a set of constructs have
been developed to allow, or invite an experiential inversion
in which the stage, in its architectural allegory, is pervasive.
I have chosen examples which I hope will highlight this
relationship, where a way of life, ideal or actual, and the
gatherings, celebrations and spectacles that punctuate it
attain the ultimate in continuity.
Though all this may sound a bit lof ty. I should say that
this process of reinforcement is not necessarily towards
ideals which I consider "good". If possible, however. I will
try to reserve value judgements, and, as difficult as this
may be, try instead to be descriptive in this phase of the
research. For what I hope to achieve here are not
specific notions of meaning and cultural ideology. That is
a vast subject. Rather, I hope to gain some insight into
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the mechanisms by which a socio-cultural message can be
transformed and expressed through urban and theatre form.
The four case studies to be analyzed range from the sacred
to the profane, and include non-Western and Western
examples. Of course, I have not been able to include as
many other important examples of this concept as I would
have liked (such as the Greek theatre, the Bauhaus
Totalteatre, examples of political theatre and more
non-Western examples). I simply hope that these illustrations
will be somehow exemplary of the recurrent concept of
theatre as a microcosm of a city and its culture, and that
these views will prove useful in my quest for developing
an appropriate design strategy for a theatre/cultural center
for Boston, in the 80's. The examples are:
1. The Javanese Kraton - Surakarta, Central Java,
Indonesia
2. The Renaissance Theatre - Scamozzi's Gonzaga
Theatre at Sabbionetta
3. Lincoln Center - New York City
4. The Shopping Mall
Miss Ice-O-Rama, South Boston. (credit: Author) Balinese Legong Dancers. (credit: Holt)
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3.1 THE JAVANESE KRATON
69.
In oriental theatre, with its metaphysical
tendencies, as compared with Western theatre
with its psychological tendencies, forms assume
their meaning and significance on all possible
levels.
-- Antonin Arnaud
Introduction
The rich culture of 18th century Central Javanese kingdoms
offers a glorious example of the allegorical theatre as
symbol of city and power, both political and cosmological.
The physical layout of the Kraton, or royal palace, is
almost entirely designed for the purposes of ceremonial
ritual.
Before I go on to describe the Kraton in some detail, and
try to explain some of the ritualisitic roles of certain key
parts of the complex, I must make a disclaimer of sorts,
said in reverence and respect for a highly sophisticated
culture, a splendid architecture, and a devoted people. This
subject is very profound and auspicious; the role of the
Kraton in Javanese culture is highly spiritual is intertwined
with the Javanese concept of power. My expertise in this
area is definitely limited; I am sure to do this matter an
injustice. Although I have a deep personal interest in
Javanese culture (having played Central Javanese gamelan
music for many years), the complexity involved in this
venerable subject is humbling. Thus, I strongly urge the
reader to refer to a number of highly scholarly and
thorough works that specifically deal with the Kraton2
Javanese religion 3, and culture4
Javanese Dancer. (credit: Holt)
Overleaf: Javanese Gamelan, Mangkunegaran Palace
(credit: Author)
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Description
Wall of the Kraton, Solo, Central Java. (credit: Author)
The Kraton is a walled and moated collection of royal
buildings -- a veritable city within a city -- consisting of
numerous ceremonial halls, promenades, gardens, religious
structures, monumental gates, and living quarters. As we
shall see, the importance of the Javanese Kraton in
Javanese culture is paramount, even to this day. It
symbolically represents the center of power, both spiritual
and (in the past) political, in the Javanese kingdom.
By the 18th century, the sultanates of Central Java had
amassed great wealth through highly sophisticated wet-rice
agriculture and spice trades. These kingdoms flourished
with cultural magnificence, especially in music, dance,
crafts, language and social order for several hundred years
until colonizers managed to divide and conquer the kingdoms
in the nineteenth century. Prior to colonization, there were
a number of important sultanates throughout Java, including
those in the cities of Cirebon, Jepara, Jogjakarta, and
Surakarta (Solo). Each had a Kraton, all of a generally
similar form.
Here we will look in particular at the Kraton Kasunahan
in the city of Surakarta (also known as Solo), located
along a river in Central Java.5 Solo was a village before
the Kraton came. After the former Kraton at nearby was
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moved, in grand procession, to Surakarta, the new name
for the village of Solo. This procession was both dramatic
and symbolic, for it meant a transference of identity and
power for the kingdom. Upon arrival, sacred trees were
planted in their traditional position on the grand square
fronting the Kraton, and the new palace was thus consecrated.
sacked in the Chinese and Maduran wars, a new Kraton
had to be built on less profane territory. Solo was chosen
as the site, and in 1670, the Kraton at Kartasura was
1. Kraton ' 8. Cockfighting Arena
2. Mangkunegaran Palace 9. Amusement Park
3. Former Dutch Fortress 10. Gamelan Conservatory
4. Grand Mosque i1. Railroad Station
5. Pasar Gede (market) 12. Srimpi Wayang Maker
6. Pasar Klewar (market)) 13. Home of Dalang Anom
7. Solo Museum Suroto
The following passages give some insight into the extent
and meaning of the Kraton move, seen as a classic
sequence of events from disaster and confusion to eventual
well-being, a parallel to the process of life:
... the Honored Lord continuously brooded
over the destruction of the capital; the
Kraton and all of its treasure were as good
as destroyed, burned to nothing by the
Chinese enemy...
Now everything was put in its proper order
(at Solo), all the low ground was filled, the
width and length measured.. the design of
the city followed Kartasura...
Then they left Kartasura and moved the
Kraton to the village of Solo, marching with
all the troops, stirring up all the kingdom...
The voices of men could be heard, joined
by the striking of all sorts of instruments,
the firing of guns and the great cannon, the
neighing of mighty horses...
Upon the arrival of His Highness at Solo,
the bangsal Pangrawit [royal throne] was set
up in the temporary hall... the King announced
softly that the village of Solo was renamed
the capital Surakarta Adiningrat...
The king indeed too up his residence in the
city of Surakarta; there was no misfortune,
everything was in good order...'
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These passages have been quoted at length because they
give some insight into the fanfare and almost obligatory
ritual associated with the establishment of a Kraton. The
progressive cycle of movement from disaster, through an
uncertain and tenuous period, to an eventual restatement of
order, is paralleled in Javanese drama, especially in the
Wayang Kulit, or all-night shadow play. It is also thought
that, historically, Java went through a similar progression as
colonialism was weathered and finally overcome with the
revolution in 1945. The above passages also highlight an
important architectural concept: that the Kraton is essentially
based on a long-honored general design, and any new
layout is expected to follow these typological characteristics.
The adoption of a typology for a complex of this scale
implies the presence of architectural features which have
evolved and gained an implicit, almost divine, ordained
significance. For many Javanese, this codified type is
thought of as a symbol for the larger cosmic order, and
serves as a setting for actions that uphold and play to that
order. According to Behrend, "the lines and contours of
their courts and buildings traced out a pattern that was
able to capture the genetic forces of the cosmos, and hold
them, bound in harmony..." 7  This architectural ordering,
which we will briefly outline, fostered the smooth flow of
administration, as well as of ritual and sacred life of the
kingdom. As we will see, such structuring and ritualizing
was a clear statement of the power of a central, nearly
divine kingship.
The kraton provides gross structure to the
world, a center, around which the concentric
territories of the kingdom may be generated...
[The Kraton] was a conduit to the heavens,
allowing their benefits to flood the kingdom."
The Kraton was thus seen as the primary skeletal framework,
a foundation, which was then animated and given life
through ritual, culture, and meditation. The Kraton was
perceived as a material medium that linked the world of
the state to that of the divine.
Let us now take a deeper look at the Kraton structure and
highlight how the ultimate performance of kingship became
intertwined with the Kraton architecture, with the aim of
celebrating, empowering, and thus stabilizing, the glory and
identity of the kingdom.
Scene from a wayang, Solo, Central Java. tcredit: author)
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Outline of Kraton Structure
The Kraton is a large palace compound, housing several
thousand inhabitants and encompassing nearly 3 square
kilometers of land in the heart of the city. In Solo, its
size still seems enormous, especially in contrast to the
village scale. Three hundred years ago, before Solo became
a bustling modern city, the sheer physical drama of the
Kraton, with its 6 meter high walls and vast plazas, must
have been overwhelming.
Generally, a Kraton is laid out along the North-South axis,
flanked on each end with two large, semi-protected plazas
(see Fig. 3.11, 3.12). Along this axis are seven identifiable
courts, each with a specific ceremonial function. At the
goegraphical center of the Kraton is the Dalem, the most
sacred area in which the king ceremonially resides. The
Kraton is particularly interesting for this study because
nearly every place in it is tied to some ritualistic --
usually ceremonial and processional -- function. We shall
now take a brief tour of the Kraton, highlighting some of
these key places, their uses, and symbolism.
a. North and South Plazas (Alun-Alun)
b. Ceremonial Axis
c. Prabasuyasa Dalem
d. Kaputren
e. Unnamed Kraton territory
Fig. 3.11: General plan of Kraton Solo (after Behrend)
1. Alur-alun Lor
Fig. 3.12: Schematic Plan of Kraton Jogjakarta,
Central Java. (after Behrend)
Alun-alun Lor (please refer to Fig. 3.13) is the northernmost
plaza of the Kraton. It is perhaps the most public space
associated with the Kraton. Originally surrounded by a
30-40 meter wide moat, the alun-alun Lor now serves as a
forecourt which forms a grand transition between the
Kraton and the abutting Mesjid Agung (Grand Mosque), as
well as between the Kraton and the city at large. The
Alun-alun was formerly used for protection and as a
mustering ground for troops prior to battle and guard
duty. But it was also a place for great showings by the
Kingdom of spectacles for public consumption. Here, tiger
fights, tournaments, grand audiences and processions occured,
of ten to the accompaniment of auspicious gamelan music.'
In one of the Alun-alun rituals. witnessed by both the
king and hordes of invited guests, as well as courtesans
and onlookers (probably villagers who peered through the
surrounding fence)'*, a tiger, (thought, during the hostile
colonial period, to symbolize the Dutch). and a buffalo, (a
symbol of riteous victory), were pitted against one another
in a fight to the death. Apparently, the buffalo would
usually win these contests, only to die several days later of
wounds inflicted in the battle.
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Another event that entertained both king and crowd
involved spearmen arranged in concentric rings four or five
rows deep in the center of the Alun-alun. Inside the
center of the ring, several wild tigers would be released.
The tigers would try to escape, only to be mauled by the
surrounding spearmen. While seemingly very brutal, this
event was thought to be an allegorical warding off of
calamity and bad spirits. Both of these customs, the
former of which was called "a national pastime of the
Javanese"' 1 by an early foreign traveller, have ended since
Indonesian independence in 1945.
Another function of the Alun-alun, also which brought
king and subjects together, was for the dramatic garebeg
festival. Held thrice annually, garebeg processions began
deep inside the Kraton and proceeded out into the
Alun-alun for public display, and then into the Mesjid
Agung for prayer (Fig. 3.14. This parade route shall be
discussed in further detail later on when I look at the
internal parts of the Kraton.) At garebeg time, and on
other important festivals such as Sekaten (the celebration
of the end of Ramadan, the fasting period), and Bulan
Sura (the equivalent of New Year's Eve), the Alun-alun
was - and sometimes still is - filled with throngs from
Solo and the neighboring desa (villages), On these holoidays,
the place is turned into a veritable fair ground, with
music, stalls selling food and sundries, dance events, and
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other performance events, including processions. At exactly
midnight on Bula Sura, for example, the thousands of
people flock to Kraton Solo to join in a march around the
Kraton and Alun-alun in which royal pusaka (powerful
state treasures) are paraded about."
Thus, the Alun-alun is first and foremost a grand and
celebratory place, equivalent perhaps to vast Italian piazzas
where the masses can gather on a dramatic scale to
celebrate, to be entertained, and to pay homage in
solidarity to the kingdom, Allah, or the gods. It serves as
ground for the usually inward Kraton to turn itself inside
out for public display.
In all of its uses the Alun-alun is a public
place where the common people, either in
ceremonial or practical affairs, come into
intercourse with the king and his nobility.
It is no surprise therefore, that one of the
themes given symbolic expression in the area
of the Alun-alun Lor is the concept of
unity (among the people and] between ruler
and subject, and the correlative mystical
unity between man and God.' 3
Fig. 3.14: Plan of Kraton Solo showing general
route of garebeg procession (dotted]. (after Behrend)
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2. Sitinggil
Heading southward from the Alun-alun Lor and into the
first walled section of the Kraton we enter an important
and semi-public collection of structures known as the
Sitinggil (see Fig. 3.15). Circumscribed by a road and
surrounded by a high wall with ornamental iron gates, the
Sitinggil is an auspicious and ceremonial place. In its front
portion, which overlooks the Alun-alun Lor, is the Pagelaran,
an an 8000 sq. meter open-aired hall used both to
accomodate royal guests and to house one of the King's
several Kraton throne rooms. In the Pagelaran, functionaries,
each assuming their proper places according to rank and
social status would sit, on the mat floor, awaiting royal
audience with the king. These audiences occured twice a
week, serving administrative and ceremonial purposes.
Much of the function of the Sitinggil was connected with
the previously mentioned garebeg festivals. Garebeg, important
rites of renewal, are held in commemoration of the
birthdate of Mohammed, the end of Ramadan, and in
honor of Hasan and Husein, reverred Islamic sultans. The
general sequence of the garebeg processions is shown in
Fig. 3.14. Early in the morning on garebeg days, high
ranking officials, the prime minister, and royal members of
the household assemble in their positions on the Pagelaran.
The masses wait patiently in and about the Alun-alun.
Once the nobles are duly assembled, the royal procession
begins, deep inside the Kraton at the Dalem. The
procession is led by eight princesses dressed as brides,
followed by eight other women carrying royal pusaka
(powerful treasures). This lead team is followed by the
King and his attendants. Along the procession route,
6rZZI tI:D 11111
Fig. 3.15: The Sitinggil. Heavy dotted line shows
clockwise auto/pedestrian route. (after Behrend)
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various special gamelan ensembles play, each in its designated
pendopo (open-air hall); Some special gamelan are permitted
to be played only on these occasions.
The king and entourage makes its way toward the Sitinggil,
where the King positions himself in the royal throne room
in the center of the Pagelatan.
Here the social order of the kingdom is
nicely portrayed: the king sits enthroned,
surrounded by his cortege; on a lower level,
but still near are the priyayi (nobility) in
their places on the Pagelaran; these blend
together at the edges with the masses of
people who have crowded the Alun-alun to
see the ruler and participate in the Karamean
[noisy bustle] of the celebration. 14
Once seated, the king witnesses his royal audience and
commands the procession to continue, and the ranks begin
to file out into the Alun-alun. Legions of marchers carry
huge rice mountain offerings. Another royal gamelan plays.
The royal party then joins the assembly in the Alun-alun
and the procession continues into the Mesjid Agung, where
the welfare of the kindom is prayed for; offerings are
blessed and then distributed among the poor and officials.
By noon, af ter a light meal has been served to the
nobility, the festival, almost entirely processional, is over.
During garebeg, the Sitinggil thus plays a key role. It
serves as a transition zone between the inner Kraton and
the more public Alun-alun, and therefore becomes a very
important, active place.
The Sitinggil becomes an integral part of
ritual, an ambulatory through which the
essence of the Kraton comes foward to the
people. Important state treasures move from
the inner Kraton which, although also a site
of ritualistic activity, is both too sacred and
too small to allow public ceremony of the
proportions of a garebeq or other such event
to be celebrated there."
Moreover, the ritual fostered by the Sitinggil was not
reserved for special occasions. Daily, all people passing
into the walled inner sanctums of the Kraton are forced to
circumnavigate the Sitinggil via a one way road which
forces traffic to flow in a clockwise direction. This
clockwise movement pattern is a traditional ritualistic
cycling that is formally reinforced -- a continuous, almost
subconscious ceremonializing of the Sitinggil, a sacrosanct,
yet temporal, center of the Kingdom.
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3. Kemandhungan Lor
Moving further south, we find a somewhat utilitarian (by
comparison) plaza which serves as another forecourt prior
to entry into the inner Kraton (Fig. 3.16-A). The special
person -- nobility or invited guest -- might enter this
area directly through the gate at the back of the Sitinggil.
This gate actually consists of two offset openings in
parallel walls, displaced in order to ward off spirits which
cannot navigate changes in direction. The public enters the
Kemandhungan Lor through another imposing vehicular gate
that is surrounded by a number of guardhouses and
carriage quarters. Here, like that which surrounds the
Sitinggil, the road intersects in a tee, implying counterclockwise
travel, this time around the inner Kraton. Straight ahead,
one finds a highly ornamental gate (Fig. 3.17) through
which invited guests might pass. But of course gate this
did not enter immediately into the inner Kraton; this gate
served as a mediating place -- analagous to the middle
portion of a typical Javanese house (Fig. 3.18) -- in which
guests could examine themselves (both literally and figuratively)
before proceeding to a royal audience. Here, guests not
properly dressed would change into the proper attire
required inside the sacred Kraton territory.
Fig. 3.16B: Sigramanti. (after Behrend)
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Fig. 3.16A: Kemandhungan Lor. (after Behrend)
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Omah Ngarep
Fig. 3.17: Gate to the Kemandhungan Lor. credit: author
F ig. 3. 18 : Pl an of t radi tional davanese house.( af ter : Behrend)
4. Sigramanti:
The inner Kemandhungan gate opens into a smallish yard
(Fig, 3.16-B), flanked on two sides by pendopo (see below
for a further description of the pendopo). This area
continued the transitional zone, with the pendopo used as
waiting halls for visitors. Here, gamelan music and dance
were presented, a sort of appetizer for what was to come.
-81.
5. Pelataran
After the compressive Kemangdhungan and Sigramanti, the
Kraton really spreads out. The Pelataran (Fig. 3.19) is the
grand and spacious (approx. 60 x 100 meters) inner area
of the ceremonial Kraton, which directly abuts the Prabasuyasa
Dalem, the most sacred, somewhat more private inner
sanctum. The Pelataran features a number of the richest
and most elaborate pendopo which serve as reception halls
and space for dance, gamelan and wayang performances.
Fig. 3.19: Pelataran. (after: Behrend)
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One finds pendopo throughout Indonesia, serving a variety
of gathering functions, but generally following a similar
typical form (Fig. 3.110). The pendopo usually consists of
an inner area defined by four major columns, surrounded
concentrically by one or more additional column-defined
squares. Most of the performance action occurs in the
central area, but because the pendopo is basically an
expansive elevated platform, various activities can take
place throughout. In Bali, for example, the pendopo form
(bale desa) serves as almost a town hall, housing the
gamelan as well as ping-pong table, TV set, and sometimes
a weekly market. The roof form of the pendopo is
striking: usually pyramidal and sweeping down to a
surronding emper, or porch-like perimeter enclosure. The
joglo and tajuk roof form which one finds gracing
pendopo are reserved for only the most sacred buildings,
including the central Javanese mosque. Most residential
forms are simplified precursors of this important building
type (Fig. 3.111).
In Java, the most impressive and glorious pendopo are'
those of the Kratons and smaller palaces (an especially
beautiful example is the pendopo agung of the Istana
(palace) Mangkunegaran, also located in Solo. Such pendopo
are highly ornamented with gilding, carvings and elaborate
materials. I should note that Italian marble seems to be a
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Fig. 3.110: Pendopo Ageng, Mangkunegaran Palace,
Solo. (from: RumanrradiSionti dawa)
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3.111: Basic Javanese house forms. (after: Behrend)
1. Griya Panggangpe (basic style)
2. Gedhang selir-ing (two basic panggangpe frames joined)
3. Griya Kampung
4. Griya Joglo
5. Tajuk
6 Lwakan
Ceiling of pendopo ageng at Mangkunegaran (credit: Author)
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favorite material used for pendopo floors - the Javanese
Kratons were filled with gifts from European visitors,
whose court styles were emulated both in Kraton layout
and appointments.
Looking again at the Solonese Kraton, the Pelataran
features the largest and most elaborate Pendopo Agung, a
sacred gathering hall in which the throne room is located.
The following description by a 19th century traveller may
give a glimpse into the feeling that the pendopo generates:
We made a final turn, walked across a new
square, climbed three or four steps and
arrived in the throne hall, a great square
room with all its sides open and covered
with a high roof, supported on twenty
heavily gilded wooden pillars, on the point
of which stood a spire...In the innermost
area, on a red divan, sat the Sushanan [the
King] and the Resident, facing the entrance.
The first overall impression was brilliant:
gold and marble!'
6. Dalem Prabasuyasa:
The pendopo agung serves almost as a front porch to the
Dalem Prabasuyasa, inner sanctum of the Kraton. The
Dalem (Fig. 3.112) lies at the topograhical center of the
Kraton complex; its symbolic association as the pinnacle of
sacred territory and as the focus of power is duly
reinforced by this physical position. As a link between the
inner private/residential realm and the public ceremonial.
environments of the Kraton, the Dalem has a very special
significance which is duly recognized in the functions of
the dalem: it serves as a residence, not actually for the
King, who sleeps deeper in the more residential area of
the Kraton, but for the housing of many royal pusaka.
Pusaka, which include sacred swords (keris) and royal
cannons, as well as special gamelan instruments and other
precious items, are more than treasures. The most important
pusaka are thought to be imbued with a magical power, a
divine force that, if respected and properly placed, can
help to secure the well-being of the Kingdom. Pusaka are
thus given special, elevated housing, are cleaned annually
amid ceremonial solemnity, and, as mentioned earlier, are
paraded about the Kraton on special occasions.
zzziuzzzz
Fig. 3.112: Dalem Prabasuyasa. (After Behrend)
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To the courtesan, the Prabasuyasa Dalem had an identity
that was almost microcosmic - it represented an allegory
of the center of the world. Strict, ritualized etiquette was
required of those in the Kraton. For example, when a
courtesan encountered a member of the royal family or
high offical in passing, it was obligatory to stop, sit down
cross-legged and face the direction of the Dalem. This
type of salute formed a regularized prayer of sorts,
directed towards the essence of the Kraton and the
Kingdom, the Dalem.
Figures from the Wayang Kulit.
We can view the progression from the outer Alun-alun
Lor, through or around the Sitinggil and other courts as a
controlled arrival sequence that eventually, after much
effort, contemplation, and diversion, leads to this apex.
7. Manangan, Gadhung Melati, Alun-alun Kidul
Proceeding southward from the central Dalem, things tend
to get a little less weighty, losing some of their ceremonial
and symbolically spiritual power, as well as public character.
Fig. 3.113: Manangan. (After Behrend)
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Generally, the courts to the south of the Dalem served
utilitarian purposes, such as for training grounds for guards
and soldiers. The Manangan (Fig. 3.113) is used in the
elaborate preparations of offerings for the garebeg festivals.
It is bordered on the south by a progression of gates (Fig.
3.114), used primarily by servants. These were usually
locked at night, containing the Kraton with an enforced
curfew.
Terminating the north-south axis through the Kraton, we
come to the Sitinggil Kidul (Fig. 3.115) and the Alun-alun
Kidul (Fig. 3.114). The Sitinggil Kidul has a small,
0..0..0.0.00000
Fig. 3.114: Kemandhungan Kidul
elevated pendopo in its center; the Alun-alun Kidul, an
open plaza analagous to the Alun-alun Lor, but far less
public and considerably smaller than its southern counterpart.
At the nearby court city of Jogjakarta (refer to Fig. 3.12),
this part of the Kraton has more importance and better
mirrors that of the Alun-alun Lor, to the south. This area
at Kraton Solo seems to be less emphasized. In court
times it was used mainly for exercise and military drills;
my visit to the Kraton found it being grazed happily by a
small contingent of goats.
111-
Fig. 3.115: Sitinggil Kidul. (After Behrend)
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Fig. 3.116: Alun-alun Kidul.
8. Kaputren:
An area not on the ceremonial axis that should be
mentioned is the Kaputren, (Fig. 3.117) perhaps the largest
and most densely populated and built part of the Kraton.
The Kaputren surrounds the Dalem on three sides to the
west of the ceremonial axis. Included here are most of the
residences for women and servants, Kraton industries
Fig. 3.117: Kaputren
(mostly crafts), as well as numerous gardens and not less
than five mosques. Also included here is the King's actual
sleeping chamber, as well as places for his concubines and
wives. A semi-private area for wayang and dance performances
is also located in the Kaputren, as are schools for the
sacred bedhaya and srimpi dances (Fig. 3.118).
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The Kraton as Microcosm:
Fig. 3.118: avanese Court Dancer.
(credit: Holt)
In our brief tour of the Kraton, we have hopefully been
able to see that many of the structures and courts were
laid out and built such that the entire complex serves
almost as a giant stage set. Nearly every activity in the
Kraton is somehow codified and ceremonialized through
procession and performance, which are deeply connected
with a highly symbolic architectural language. Actual
performance areas for music, dance and wayang abound.
Whether for planned ceremony, entertainment, arrival, or
behavioral ritual, all was a form of theatre in the Kraton.
The play was profound and sacred, with every part of the
set somehow necessary in the overall scheme.
Kraton architecture and site planning, derived through a
long tradition of Kraton building, became higly sacred,
both spiritually and politically. The Kraton, indeed, became
served as both setting and action for an homage to the
cosmos. With its sacred center clearly defined, arrival
determined by a ceremonial axis, and each part and person
in its proper place, the Kraton, in the height of the
court's glory, was as calculated and choreographed as a
theatre performance. For what was going on here was a
clearly orchestrated world-play, in which the all participated,
a ritualized enactment of an idealized concept of the
kingdom and its relationship to the cosmos.
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1978).
Geertz, Clifford: The Religion of Java. (Glencoe,
Illinois: The Free Press, 1960)
Holt, Elizabeth: Art in Indonesia - Continuities and
Change. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 19 ).
I must mention here that several weeks prior to this
writing, Kraton Solo had a devastating fire in which
70-75% of the mostly timber buildings apparently were
lost. This tragedy struck many of the most sacred
buildings of the Kraton, and also claimed several royal
pusaka (irreplaceable sacred treasures). Fortunately the
Indonesian government is planning to reconstruct the
Kraton, and work has begun cleaning the rubble. It is
interesting to note here that ashes from the rubble are
considered sacred, and are being carefully collected by
special individuals who are placing the remains in plastic
bags. The ashes are to be buried under the rebuilt
structure. A special ceremony is planned for the
dispersing of ashes from the most sacred part of the
Kraton -- the dalem -- into the sea as a homage to
the Goddess of the South Sea, a guardian figure. A
further note: news reports from Java indicate that some
40 kilos of gold were found among the rubble beneath
the columns of the dalem. The gold was reportedly
placed inside the columns to ward off disaster.
Ibid., page 232.
* Ibid., page 242.
' Gamelan (a term referring to both the music and
instruments) is a hauntingly beautiful, richly textured and
melodic music. An ensemble may feature as many as
seventy elaborately ornamented instruments, including
forged bronze gongs, (some measuring over four feet in
diameter [see Fig. 3.3), bronze metallophones, wooden
and smaller bronze xylophones, several stringed instruments,
flute and both male and female singing. The reader is
strongly urged to listen to Javanese Court gamelan music
sometime, perhaps even while reading this part of the
thesis. For starters, I recommend two records which are
readily available on the Nonesuch label: Javanese Court
Gamelan Music Volumes I and 1II, recorded in Java by
Robert E. Brown.
1* My supposition here is based on an experience I had
while attending an all-night wayang performance in
Sunda, West Java this past summer: villagers surrounded
the house of a well-to-do dalang (puppeteer) for
whose recently circumcised son the wayang was performed.
Invited guests were seated around the performers on
chairs under a tent; throughout the town (really just a
street), the wayang engendered a carnival atomosphere,
with crowds of people strolling about, frequently
stooping and gathering outside the perimeter stone
fence near the stage action.
" Ibid. page 39.
6 Op. Cit., Behrend, pp. 227-228.
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2 In a recent article in Indonesia's Tempo Magazine
discussing whether the rebuilding of the burned and, to
some, profaned Kraton will allow a resurrection of its
symbolic essence, a member of the royal family
offered the following observation: "Just look at Bulan
Sura... if, after rebuilding the Kraton they still have
the processions and people gathering, then the Kraton
still has meaning". TgRQ Magazine, 16 February
1985, page 14 (translations by Barry Drummond).
3 Op. Cit., Behrend, page 43.
14 Ibid., page 68.
5 Ibid., page 72.
" Victor Zimmerman, quoted in Behrend, page 92.
Indonesian authorities have given up try-
ing to stamp out breakdancing and have
sdheduled national and regional champion-
ships. Police used tear gas to break up an im-
promptu breakdance festival in Jakarta last
pecember; following- complaints by parents
and school administrators that the Ameri-
can-inspired fad was a dangerous form of
cultural pollution. But last week the craze
was rehabilitated when Sardono W. Ku-
sumo, head'of the dance academy of the Ja-
karta Art Institute, told the Indonesian Par-
liament that breakdancing was similar to
traditional dances of the Irian Jayan, Nias
and Dayak minorities and should not be dis-
couraged.
Clown figures from the wayang kulit.(credit: Holt)
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3.2 THE RENAISSANCE THEATRE
SCAMOZZI'S GONZAGA THEATRE AT SABBIONETTA
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Introduction
After a period of general repression of the formal theatre,
the Renaissance brought forth a flowering of theatrical
expression. The Renaissance offered not only the precursor
to the modern theatre, but also provides us with a vivid
example of the theatre as symbolic microcosm of city and
culture.
While informal theatre in many forms abounded in the
Medieval period in Europe, itinerant mimes, troubadours,
and minstrels could never establish themselves physically.
The absolutely powerful Church simply did not tolerate
structured theatre, except perhaps for certain liturgical
reenactments. For these, the church itself became the
acceptable stage, with the altar and nave used for the
setting. In the thirteenth century, Passion Plays (reenactments
of the Resurrection) and Mysteries (tales of salvation)
became so popular that that the stage moved outdoors into
the cathedral square with the church itself used as the
primary stage set.
With the Enlightenment came not only a fervent interest
in philosophy, historicism and the arts, but also a
predominance, especially in Italy, of a self-conscious political
philosophy. With Italy divided into states ruled by powerful
dukes or princes, and the power of the Church somewhat
controlled, the Machiavellian court, with an all-powerful,
almost sanctified figurehead, gained power and prominence.
These courts inspired displays of culture, designed primarily
to impress and consolidate power. This movement gained
both credibility and imagery from Roman sources of the
millenium past. As the court attempted to give itself more
public image in the late 16th century, the theatre was well
suited to meet this task.
Church courtyard.
Overleaf View of the interior loggia at the
Gonzaga theatre. (credit: Tidworth)
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The associative power used by the Church in staged
liturgical drama was transmutated in the sixteenth century
into a highly calculated urban stage. As princely villas
moved from the countryside into the city, so too did the
stage evolve from the open-aired amphitheatre arrangements
typically found in private villa courtyards into separate
theatre buildings with an urban character. The theatre
itself dynamically accepted and reinforced this new setting,
both in terms of its overall urbanistic placement and by its
internal organization and scenography.
I .Imr-- & A -_ '% I
The Sabbionetta Theatre
The reciprocal relationship that existed between theatre and
city is perhaps best illustrated by Vincenzo Scamozzi's
Gonzaga Theatre at Sabbionetta, dating from around 1588.
Gonzaga was a new town built in the 1580's for and by
the Duke Vespariano. Because the town was planned, the
slate was clean upon which to erect structures according to
a wholistic urban concept. Not suprisingly, cues were taken
from ancient Rome. This is especially apparent in the way
in which the Roman symbolic content of theatre siting was
maintained in the plan of Gonzaga.
If we look briefly at a sixteenth century reconstruction of
a view of imperial Rome (Fig. 3.22), it is apparent that a
symbolic linkage was made via an implied axis between the
Mausoleum of Hadrian (an edifice of power) and the
Capitoline Square (perhaps a symbol of the "masses". This
axis, if continued, ran right through the Circus Argonalis
and the Circus Flaminus, Roman theatre buildings which
were used primarily for gladiatorial contests. Thus, an
associative continuity between power, the people and the
theatre was, somewhat subtly, declared through axial form
connectedness. (As an aside, it is interesting to note that a
fresco on the east wall of the Gonzaga Theatre at
Sabbionetta features a veduta of the Capitoline Square in
Rome.)
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Schematically, and more blatantly, the placement of the
theatre at Sabbionetta is remarkably similar, if not literally,
at least in spirit to the ideal Roman prototype (Fig. 3.23).
approach to site planning not enough of an expression, the
interior organization of the theatre, its ornament and
permanent stage set reinforced the idea of the theatre as
. ao ste plan ax aaouionex1a.
(credit: Forster)
1. Area of former fortress
5. Main square.
10.Theatre
reconstruction]. (credit: Forster)
If one draws a line from the main square of the town
and continues it through Vespariano's fortress, it runs right
smack through the centerline of Scamozzi's theatre. This
symbolic association between theatre and power was probably
not due to an architectural accident, but rather due to a
conscious metaphorical statement. Moreover, were the laser
city and, hence, of power. The Gonzaga theatre achieved
this message with an exciting consistency, within an
accepted architectural vocabulary.
The exterior of the theatre at Sabbionetta (Fig. 3.24), like
most urban buildings in the Renaissance, gives little clue to
its interior organization. The facade is highly structured,
with a piano nobile which reveals nothing of the double-height
theatre space within. Access to Scamozzi's theatre was
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quite hierarchical. Separate entries were provided for men,,
for women, for performers and for the ducal party.
Moreover, the Duke was not seated in the less desirable
orchestra section (the orchestra did not become a desirable
place for seated audience until the end of the 18th
century), but was perched in his box which overlooked the
action from the loggia balcony. While slightly more distant
from the stage action, this was the favored position in the
Renaissance theatre, not only to prevent the actors' spit
from landing on the Duke's forehead, but for scenographic
and symbolic purposes which were based on perspectival
considerations.
Fig. 3.25: Scamozzi's plan and set for the Gonzaga theatre.
(credit: Tidworth).
Looking at an illustration of Scamozzzi's permanent stage
set for the Gonzaga theatre (Fig. 3.25), it is apparent that
he was fascinated with the possibilities of perspective. He
uses a one-point construction with the point of view set at
the height of the Duke's eyeline in the balcony. Thus, the
Duke's position was a simulation of an ideal (and actual
power relationship: looking down from his balcony, the
Duke witnesses an urban stage set not unlike that of the
view from the terrace of his real palace (Figs. 3.26. 3.27)
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Fig. 3.27: View from the logia
of the Gonzaga theatre.
(credit: Forster).
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Renaissance set design used architecture to convey a
specific image. Sebastiano Serlio, who in 1545 wrote a
treatise on the theatre, "was very explicit when he
suggested an irregular jumble of houses for comedies
dealing 'with private citizens, lawyers, merchants, parasites
and other similar folk,' in contrast to the Scena tragica
where 'the buildings need to be those of great people:
because the great love affairs and unthinkable accidents,
violent and cruel deaths, have always occured in the houses
of patricians, dukes, princes and kings, and therefore one
Fig. 3.28: Sebastiano Serlio: Set for a tragic scene, ca. 1545.
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Fig. 3.29: The scena frons for Palladios Teatro Olimpice.
Perspective vistas, by Scamozzi radiate back from the stage.
does not represent buildings in such scenery without giving
them a noble aspect.' It was a question of adequacy and
decorum."" At Gonzaga, the set was designed to provide
an urban image, quite literally, a depiction of the town
itself. The proscenium and perspective of the set, in
Scamozzi's words, represent "a large square with a stately
street in the middle [marked by a triumphal arch] and
others to both sides, with many and varied edifices also
built of wood and painted in imitation of real buildings." 2
This conscious effort to depict a real townscape (often an
inverted or idealized view of the actual town in which the
theatre was located) worked well with the dramatic intent.
Fig. 3.210: Serlio's comic scene.
(Opera, with its particular scenographic requirements, did
not really begin to flourish until the mid-seventeenth
century). The early Renaissance theatre depicted, like the
Romans', rather pompous urban celebrations of triumph
and the power of the state. The grand urban character of
Scamozzi's set lent itself well to such expressions of
pageantry: a cross axis, marked with the triumphal arch is
flanked by other key urban structures. Inscriptions above
the arches are the same as those found on the outside of
the theatre itself. Another attempt at dissolving the
distinction between the metaphorical city stage and the real
audience was made by tying the loggia colonnade to the
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columns of the proscenium thus developing a formal
continuity between the city (audience) and the theatre
(stage as city).
Fig. 3.211: Loggia ana veautTa or Ine %-P]-
toine Square, at the Gonzaga
theatre. (from: Forster)
In this brief view of the theatre at Sabbionetta, I think it
becomes obvious that an intentional symbolic inversion was
designed with a high degree of precision and self-consiousness.
It is likely that the Duke was aware of Roman examples
and, as patron, desired a lucid conveyance of his powerful
position, which gained credibility through the use of
Roman imagery. "Scamozzi proposed the theatre as a
metaphorical place of rule and as a site of heightened
princely experience... this emerged from the total iconography
of its decoration and from its calculated place within the
entire town." 3 The Duke and architect created a theatre
which idealized, with symbolic clarity, both the city and
the Duke and his position vis a vis the city. The meanings
conveyed, with not so subtle imagery and form manipulations,
of the theatre as city, was powerful and direct. Associative
relationships, expressed in form, scenography and decoration
were achieved with symbolic integrity.
There is a certain perverse appeal to this rather heavy-handed
approach to symbolism. For example, I usually smile when
I pass a hamburger joint shaped in the form of a giant
hamburger. But that hamburger joint will not do well as a
stereo store. There is a limitation that is determined by
the specificity of the image.
It is interesting to note that Scamozzi's theatre and
Palladio's Teatro Olimpico are the only two Renaissance
theatres extant today. Unlike most Renaissance buildings,
of which still see many, the theatres were highly specialized.
Evolving values, changes in performance practice, and
varying expectations of both the public and patron led to
a rapid neglect and deterioration of theses structures. This
fate may somehow be instructive to the modern theatre
designer.
Quoted in Forster, Kurt W.: From Statecraft to Stagecraft,
(Oppositions 9, 1977), page 78.
2 Ibid., page 66 (quoted).
3 Ibid., page 81.
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3.3 LINCOLN CENTER
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"[Lincoln Center) will be a beacon -to the
world, revealing that Americans know how
to build the life of the spirit on its
material bounty."
- New York Times Editorial
14 May 1959.
"Here will occur a true interchange of the
fruits of national cultures. From this will
develop a growth that will spread to the
corners of the earth."
- President Dwight D. Eisenhower
At the groundbreaking ceremony
for Lincoln Center.
14 May 1959.1
"Lincoln Center is what America produces
instead of art...We ought to stop building
cultural centers until we have built a culture."
- Robert Brustein, 2
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Overleaf: Posters from the Lincoln Center Poster
Program (From: Young).
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The final Lincoln Center site plan.
Introduction
In its conception, development, and realization, Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts in New York City is an
archetypal example of an American cultural complex.
Metropolitan in nature, Lincoln Center encompasses some
thirteen acres on Manhattan's West Side and is a highly
developed and concentrated collection of some of the
world's finest performing arts institutions. These include
the Metropolitan Opera, New York City Ballet, New York
Philharmonic. New York City Opera. and, for a number of
years, the New York Shakespeare Festival. Also contained
within the Center are the Julliard School and the High
School for the Performing Arts, the New York Public
Library for the Performing Arts, a playhouse (the Vivian
Beaumont Theatre), a chamber music hall (Alice Tully
Hall), the Damrosch Shell, as well as underground parking
for 700 cars. A series of parks, promenades and plazas as
well as several restaurants, complete the plan (see Fig.
3.31).
If the list of consituent arts-related organizations that have
Lincoln Center as its home seems long, it is. Lincoln
Center is a very special complex, a world of arts activities
that arose out of a deep commitment of energy and funds
by private philanthropists, planners, government officials
and arts leaders to form a centralized locus for the arts in
New York. The cultural center was to become an Athens
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of the arts in a diverse, somewhat fragmented city. As the
New York Times stated in an editorial marking the 20th
anniversary of Lincoln Center:
It was an innovative cultural togetherness
that...would lead to such a plethora of
imitators across the nation that esthetes
would worry about the emphasis on buildings
rather than on what went into them and
would prate about a 'national edifice complex'.
Yet, no other center...has been able to
j9~.
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Lincoln Center under construction (from: Young).
match the overriding splendor of the artistic
concentration at Lincoln Center.
Development
The concept for Lincoln Center arose in the mid-1950s out
of the need for new homes for the Metropolitan Opera
and the New York Philharmonic. It also was inspired by
the government's slum clearance progam which targeted the
Lincoln Square area for revitalization through urban renewal.
The intent was twofold: to provide permanent modernized
homes for the constituent performing arts groups and to
increase the economic and physical well-being of the City
through urban redevelopment.
The Exploratory Committee that was convened in October
of 1955 consisted of two representatives each from the
Metropolitan Opera (heretofore, the "Met") and the New
York Philharmonic, as well as Wallace Harrison, the Met's
long-utilized architect and John D. Rockefeller III, the
wealthy philanthropist. It was this committe that developed
the initial program which would later grow into a
multi-faceted concept which encompassed the gamut of
well-established performing arts and arts education.
The history of fundraising, land aquisition (including the
controversial relocation of 1650 families and the demolition
of nearly 200 buildings), and construction is well documented.
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Suffice it to say that these processes were long, arduous,
and often tenuous. After twenty years, Lincoln Center was
finally completed and is managed by a central corporation
(the aptly-named Lincoln Center. Inc.) with facilities
contracted to the many constituent groups. The perceived
urban problems and physical requirements of the performing
groups have basically been satisfactorily been solved. Lincoln
Center stands as a testament to a unique coalition of
determined private and public individuals that wished to
build an identifiable cultural center in the City of New
York.
A Cultural Center
While it is difficult to assert that anything in New York
City is generic or typical of tendencies in America, Lincoln
Center may still be the ideal outgrowth of a prevalent
American attitude towards the performing arts. Cultural
centers, as opposed to scattered independent performing
arts venues, have become very popular in American cities
of varying size. Communities as diverse as Temple, Texas
(pop. 40,000), Kansas City, Missouri (pop. 315,000, and
Roanoke, Virginia (pop. 105,000). as well as a number of
universities, can all boast having an arts center of their
very own.
Today it is not unusual for even the
smallest city to have its own groups devoted
to providing theatre, dance and music for its
community in adequate, if not superb. facilities.
These facilities, in turn, justify participation
of visiting artists...the average citizen has
come to expect and require cultural activities
in the area in which he lives, works, and
raises his family.
Since the 1950s there has been an upsurge in civic pride
that has dictated this desire, and many communities are
concentrating their resources in centralized complexes. In
the 1960's, the Great Society spirit which fostered large
scale growth and government intervention in development
also encouraged a top-down approach to arts support.
Grass roots organizations flourished at the time, not out of
government or establishment support but because, on the
contrary, they were fired by a spirit of countercultural
energy. For the establishment, the only alternative was
building great arts complexes, powerful images of a stable.
sophisticated culture.
Economics
The cultural center is a much more prevalent form of arts
building in America than in Europe. This is probably
because in Europe, where government support for the arts
far exceeds that of the States, economic forces tend not to
be the primary factor in siting. (I might add that in
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Europe, the long tradition of political and avant garde arts
expression makes centrality somewhat less necessary. In a
culture where arts are an implicit priority, the planned
cultural center might be somewhat redundant). The centralized
cultural center solves a number of economic and pragmatic
problems that the American arts organization and fundraiser
faces. By consolidating onto a single site, serious and
costly factors such as site aquisition, pedestrian and
vehicular access, parking, service facilities and administration
can be borne by a consortium. It is the cultural center
that allows a collective whole to attain a symbolic image
that far exceeds the impact of decentralized stages. In
placing a community's eggs, or resources, in one basket, a
city can build a landmark which rivals the library and
town hall. Presumably this coalition has greater resources
than any single member has. If inevitable organizational
conficts and disparities between the resources that each
group brings into the project can somehow be worked out,
the complex has a good shot at viability. Centralization
simply helps constituent groups -- usually hurting financially-
to make ends meet in a modernized home.
In addition, consolidation helps fundraising, because a
larger consortium can aid in projecting credibility. A
center also has more visibility than do single stages; most
donors probably want a tangible, highly obvious product to
show for their contribution. A typical sampling of American
arts centers' has shown that funds for such centers do
come from a variety of sources, especially from the private
sector. The breakdown is as follows:
Funding Source: Percent:
Individuals 24.0
Government Grants 24.4
Cities and States 17.2
Foundations 13.3
Genl. Revenue Bonds 7.4
Special Taxation 7.1
Toll Revenue 0.8
Other Sources 5.8
In the case of Lincoln Center, by comparison, private
support was tremendous:
Funding Source: Percent:
Private Contributions 74.0
City 8.1
State 8.2
U.S. 3.6
Other 4.1
As unfortunate as it may seem, fundraising and economics
are usually the primary determinants of architectural program,
and thus, form. For Lincoln Center,
Basic to all consideration of concepts was
the fundamental question: "What can be
financed?"...The arts are inherently a deficit
operation and require substantial
subsidy...American tradition expects this subsidy
to come primarily from private voluntary
contributions and not from government.8
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The subject of financing for the arts is complex and
somewhat outside the realm of this thesis. But budgetary
limitations inevitably restrict considerations of architecture.
In 1956, when Lincoln Center was just a dream in
planners' minds, the Exploratory Committee, "in order to
provide a basis for budgeting [for fundraising purposes],
adopted six major assumptions."' Three of these criteria
related to the structure of Lincoln Center Corporation, but
the other three were inextricably tied to architectural
organization and program. These pertained to specific types
of uses, seating capacities and ancillary site and service
requirements. The first budget from the architect came in
at $90 million, almost twice what planners had been
anticipating- the library and schools were thus cut
(although later reinstated). That was in 1956. The following
years saw a dramatic series of fundraising compaigns and
numerous design revisions and cost escalation. The final
budget came in at $185.4 million, of $4.30 per cubic foot.
While this may seem high in 1973 dollars, freestanding
buildings on separate sites would have been far more
expensive.
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Monumentality -= 40
As previously stated, the construction of a centralized
performing arts complex affords the city or town a
possibility of pooling resources towards the creation of a
single, glorious landmark. This becomes a clear, undeniable
statement, an affirmation that the community has indeed
arrived at a certain level of cultural sophistication, in
much the same way as a Cadillac in the driveway
symbolizes an arrival to a high step on the economic
ladder.
But, in a less cynical vein, the cultural complex, its its
centrality and splendor, becomes a comprehensible monumental
place, a cultural environment with a vitality and variety
that a single stage generally cannot attain. Unlike the
individual theatre or concert hall on a street or even as
part of a theatre district, the complex often takes on a
sacred character, a specially dedicated enclave in which the
arts and only the arts have a real place.
A sense of place can be created and reinforced with a
variety of architectural devices. Landmarks, which may
vary in scale, place themselves in a figure relationship with
their surroundings. Sharpness of boundaries around a
district or place may bring about a singularity of the
place. Such singularity may be achieved through consistency
in materials, form, intensity, complexity, scale, access or
use. The form may also obtain a special character through
its simplicity, thus imparting clarity. Lincoln Center has
elements of all these, as well as the very important
attributes of clustering, or concentrating, uses. As Kevin
Lynch suggests, "concentration of special use or activity
along a street may give it prominence in the minds of
observers."' 0 Placemaking through clustering is apparent in
every neighborhood, for without some system which provides
continuity, we could never call something a neighborhood.
These systems may or may not be architectural-- language
ethnicity, economy, as well as built form, may give an
identifiable quality to a place. As the noted structural
anthropologist, Amos Rap a port, states it:
The process of clustering helps cultures survive,
provides the appropriate settings for
behavioural cues which can be understood,
appropriate organizations of meaning and
communication, and sharing of certain
unwritten rules and congruent activity
systems... 1
At Lincoln Center, it is quite clear that what is being
communicated is civic pride in the performing arts. One
can 'read' the place quite easily, and the value system
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Scenes from Performing Garage production of
Dionysus in '69, (from: Schechner).
which intended it to become "a beacon to the world" of
high culture. Clean, white marble concert halls neatly
deployed about an immaculate plaza do not exactly evoke
images of gorilla theatre and happenings, or street musicians
and jugglers. On the contrary, Lincoln Center, with its
glitz, purported elegance and controlled spaces conjure up
glamour, seriousness and classical refinement in the arts.
Here, Culture, with a capital "C", has a home. This
becomes its dominant meaning.
To many, including avant garde artists, critics and architects,
Lincoln Center falls short. We shall discuss some of the
architectural criticism later, because, in terms of the
intended architectural image. Lincoln Center has some
serious deficiencies. In terms of the arts themselves,
Robert Brustein, for example, says that "Lincoln Center
will be more inclined to follow public taste than to lead
it". 12 In a world of limited resources for the arts, there
are many smaller arts organizations who rightly feel left
out. Avant garde theatre and music sometimes often stand
outside the world of the neat, plush, theatre complex.
While clearly there are attempts at diversity. especially in
scale at the Center, a certain sameness pervades, an air of
sterility and perhaps contrived grandiosity.
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Lincoln Center in 1957. Groundbreaking ceremony,
(Credit: Young)
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Lincoln Center edges (photo: Silverstein).
Urban Implications of Lincoln Center
Urbanistically, Lincoln Center is characteristic of an
identifiable district within a city. As an urban subunit, it
has definable qualities which give it an identity of figure
that is in contradistinction to the ground. Lincoln Center
reads more as a single building than an aggregate like
Broadway or Boston's Theatre District. Rather. it has an
object-like quality that places it in the realm of monumental
structures such as the New York Public Library and The
Metropolitan Museum of Art. As intended, Lincoln Center
has a consistent form language and architectural vocabulary
that provide coherence.
For these same reasons, Lincoln Center effectively denies
the City. It disengages itself from the urban plain by
setting itself on a plateau that is internally self-contained,
as well as consistent in materials, form, access, scale and,
basically, use. Like a shopping mall, it is inroverted. But
it was not the stated intention for Lincoln Center to be a
separate entity from the city. "The Exploratory Committee
asked itself a fundamental question: was the performing
arts center to be isolated from the city or related to it?
The group strongly urged the latter." 1 3
Early planning of Lincoln Center placed entry off the
sides streets and an internal access spine running roughly
north-south parallel to Columbus Avenue. Had this scheme
been developed, the result, I think, would have been
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devastating. Luckily, the plan as built allows access up a
series of steps perpendicular to the Avenue, and one enters
the main plaza facing the Metropolitan Opera House
flanked on either side by the equivalent volumes of the
New York State Theatre and Avery Fisher Hall (formerly
Philharmonic Hall). Although the latter two structures
reach out to the City like outstretched arms, due to their
scale and main entries and facades which front the plaza,
it is the plaza, and not the street that becomes the world
that is important to Lincoln Center. Moreover, the service
road used for passenger drop off uncomfortably bisects
access from Columbus Avenue, much in the same way that
the Ring Road of the Prudential Center in Boston
effectively forms a barrier to pedestrian access from
Boylston Street.
At the other urban edges, only the access point up a series
of broad steps of W. 65th Street behind Avery Fisher Hall
is really inviting to the pedestrian. The others tend to
limit access: the W. 62nd Street edge is noteworthy not
for the Damrosch Park and music shell, but for the
parking lot ramp and blank south facade of New York
State Theatre. Amsterdam Avenue, on the west does see a
small set of steps up to the Damrosch Shell area and entry
into the Library building, but the majority of the edge is
determined by walls and the back of the Met stagehouse.
ill
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incoln Center edges (photo: Silverstein).
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Stairs at terrace of Julliard
Julliard School (from: Architecture Record, January,
1970).
Lincoln Square is formed by the intersection of 65th
Street, Columbus Ave., and Broadway, which converges on
the former at a diagonal. The Julliard School and 'Alice
Tully Hall are located across 65th Street from the heart of
the complex. In fact, this site and building were a later
phase of the Lincoln Center project and not part of the
original Lincoln Square Urban Renewal District. Yet,
contiguity with the Center is achieved by not responding to
the Broadway diagonal. Instead, Julliard is oriented on the
Columbus Avenue orthagonal on which the rest of the
'Center is placed. A large triangular plaza is thus created;
the entry to Alice Tully Hall is off this plaza, a lively
place filled with marquees and a sculpture. Entry to
Julliard, however, is not so straightfoward: once again one
must climb via a monumental stair and terrace. Connection
to the rest of Lincoln Center occurs at this raised level
(or, at street level at a harrowing crosswalk). across 65th
Street via a broad, 200 foot bridge that leads eventually to
the North Plaza behind Avery Fisher Hall. The bridge, in
actuality, seems to be seldom used.
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Outdoor Spaces
Let us start our tour of the Lincoln Center grounds at this
North Plaza, which is perhaps the most beautiful and
serene public place within the entire complex. The plaza is
surrounded by Avery Fisher Hall, the wall and stair of the
Lincoln Center Reclining Figure, Henry Moore, in the
North Plaza. (photo: Silverstein).
footbridge, the Beaumont Theatre and Library, and the
north facade of the Met. Carefully placed lines of potted
trees and a limited number of benches surround a
reflecting pool, in which Henry Moore's large and emotionally
moving bronze sculpture, entitled "Lincoln Center Reclining
Figure", is placed. Calder's "Le Guichet", a towering
stabile in black painted steel completes definition of the
North Plaza. The latter, while now an important place
marker to the Plaza, was highly controversial when proposed.
The New York City Park Commisioner (whose department
owns the land) protested:
I regret I cannot approve it...My duty is to
stick to certain standards...to resist the use
of park property for artistic experiments...We
must select art objects of art which will be
most rewarding for the most people. 4
Fortunately, Commisioner Newbold Morris' objections were
overidden. Both sculptures now have a landmark presence,
as guardians and providers of containment to the plaza.
Let us now move back to the main plaza where a large
circular fountain marks the first point of arrival into the
center after entering on the main axis. This plaza has
experienced several very pleasant, somewhat less formal
uses: a bustling outdoor cafe that spills out on summer
evenings from the Avery Fisher Hall restaurant; an ethnic
folk dancing festival; a street theatre festival.
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Kiosk in the main plaza (photo Silverstein).
The circular fountain serves first and foremost as a
meeting place, with a granite coping that welcomes seating.
But the fountain might also be seen as a sort of revolving
door which one circumambulates before choosing which arts
event to attend (consume?). Thus the fountain serves both
points of entry and arrival. In this dual role, the fountain
defines the plaza as an inward place, because this point is
internal.
Before taking a brief look at the architecture of Lincoln
Center, a look at the large, but somehow insignificant.
Damrosch Park is in order, lest it be forgotten. Although
The Damrosch Music Shell as seen from W. 62nd Street
(photo: Silverstein).
I have never attended a summer concert in the Damrosch
Shell, which must certainly bring the park to life, my
general image of the park is of an personless collection of
neatly placed trees and benches on the side of Lincoln
Center where the parking ramp comes through. People
never seem to figure into the image, just sparrows. What
is it about this expansive outdoor space that makes it seem
to lack significance? Possibly because it is tucked behind
two large halls off the access spine-- no real circulation
route passes through the park. Perhaps because of its vast
size and lack of containment, it has no real sense of
place. The elegant sculptural music shell does provide some
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place identification, but it is over a football field away
from the real action of Lincoln Center. There is really no
reason to go there, except for an occasional concert or
unless you like sexy forms in ferroconcrete. But the real
problem may be architectural-- both the Met and New
York State Theatre offer the park blank facades, hundreds
of thousands of square feet of lifeless, windowless travertine.
An untirienaiy wai I ' i ''e
Siiverstein).
The Architecture
From its inception, Lincoln Center was envisaged as a
group of freestanding buildings positioned around public
plazas and parks. It is not entirely clear why the concept
of connected buildings was not pursued; presumably it was
believed that each constituent performing organization wished
to maintain its own spatial identity. Architectonically, each
building would conform to a basic neoclassical style
vocabulary and a system of dimension and material usage,
but each would have a separate design architect who would
have a certain degree of design autonomy. There was "a
conscious effort on the part of the Exploratory Committee
to encourage an architectural variety within a framework
of harmony and unity".315
To achieve this, certain criteria and uniform elements were
established. These included the use of Italian travertine as
the primary exterior cladding, glass facades facing the main
plaza, balconies at the promenade level, and a framing of
the principal east-west axis with identical dimensioning of
the flanking New York State Theatre and Avery Fisher
Hall.
Beyond elements, however. a stylistic convention evolved,
perhaps arising out of Wallace Harrison's image for the
Met. (Harrison was a member of the Exploratory Committee
from its inception. As the only architect on the Committee,
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The arcade at New York State Theatre
Steps to the North Plaza (photo: Silverstein).
it might be his power and ideas which set the stage for
the complex.) This style, which has been amply criticized,
might best be characterized as mediocre neoclassicism, with
a bit of Modernism and Roccoco thrown in for good
measure. As Ada Louise Huxtable, in a New York Times
article marking the opening of the Met, put it, the Met is:
A style that is most notable as a curiously
unresolved collision of past and
present...consistently cautious in decor, art
and atomosphere. It is a style throwback
rather than creative twentieth century design."'
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Other buildings in the complex, though perhaps less
flamboyant and kitch than the Met, tend to be foreboding
in their scale and lack of detail. Philip Johnson's New
York State Theatre, home of the New York City Ballet
and New York City Opera, contains a vast, cold, inner
foyer which runs the entire length of the hall. Pietro
Beluschi and Eduardo Catalano's Julliard School building,
termed "serene, well-ordered, and simple" by Architectural
Record" is really not more than a massive box surrounded
by terraces with a complex and quite successfull plan on
the inside. Both buildings are saved from being devastatingly
relentless with the use of arcades, dramatic light fixtures,
and warm interior materials. But I think it is the beauty
of richly grained travertine that really saves Lincoln Center
architecturally. It provides a consistent vitality and texture
that gives life and depth to otherwise monolithic buildings.
Other critics have hit harder. Siegfried Giedion, for
example:
From a formal adoption of details, it moves
further to a decadent imitation of space
relationships which have no contact with
contemporarvy society or contemporary space
conceptions.
Or, Christos Athanasopolos, in his recent book on theatre
design:
[Lincoln Center] is a neoclassical composition
glaringly out of step with the spirit of our
times: three massive weighty and outsize
buildings, each struggling to find its place
and character around a nondescript fountain
or two. 1 '
Or, perhaps as in the words of Harold Schonberg, music
critic of the New York Times, we are being too erudite in
our analysis:
The pedestrian bridge across W. 66th Street (photo:
Siiverstein).
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Nobody is going to like it [the Met) except
the public...The new building seems to be
disliked in direct proportion to one's
sophistication. 20
I think that these quotes are telling, especially the latter
by Schonberg. He is absolutely right, and, above all.
honest. It is easy for the critic to make pronouncements
about what works and doesn't work architecturally and
urbanistically, while still recognizing the realities of popular
taste. I have just spent several pages doing that very thing.
But, its funny: I still really like Lincoln Center, as
unsophisticated or unstylish as that may sound. My father
is a musician and works there; while growing up I spent
alot of time at Lincoln Center. It was exciting, even if a
bit stuffy. When I go back, it is still spectacular, even if
I am now a bit haughty and overly critical. All the
architectural analysis and bias cannot take away from the
drama, energy and excitement of the place. For all its
deficiencies and assumptions, whether architectural, urbanistic
or economic, Lincoln Center seems to do its job of giving
the formal arts the special place they deserve.
Lincoln Center is beamed to homes througout the world
in "Live From Lincoln Center" broadcasts (from: Young).
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3.4 THE SHOPPING MALL
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"In the Mall. Friday nights and Saturdays
are the hot times, and on Saturday they
might stay here all day... "If I could go
anywhere I wanted," Todd answers quickly,
"I'd go to the Chestnut Hill Mall".
Nathan Cobb1
"There is an increasing emphasis on mixed
use-- including recreation, community and
cultural services, art, music, and food--
catering to evening and weekend activities in
appealing, enclosed environments".
George Sternlieb 2
"The symbolic way of shopping may vary,
with major implications for the design of
the setting -- and its relation to the city as
well as sensory interaction".
Amos Rapoport 3
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With this inquiry about shopping malls, I realize that I
may be pushing things a bit beyond what is usually
considered to be theatre. Including a discussion of the
shopping mall in a thesis on performance and theatre
gathering brings us back to our basic definition of theatre.
Interpretations of what actually constitutes theatre vary. A
clear definition is often elusive, and can be quite far
removed from the traditional and formal stage. As Oscar
Brockett, the theatre historian notes, "We have great
difficulty defining precisely what is meant by theatre and
where the theatre begins and some other type of activity
ends." 4  According to Richard Southern, the theatre is
predicated on two basic things: a public assembly of
people (sometimes known as the audience) and the presence
of a performer of some sort, an individual who "rises in a
crowd and turns to address that crowd... but, one other
thing is required: to gain affect, the individual modifies
his manner." 5 The performer, through donning of a mask,
instrument or voice, is placed in a distinctive position of
entertainer vis a vis the masses. In his interpretation,
Southern seems to imply a degree of intentionality on the
part of the performer, but this may not be essential. The
masses themselves, for example, can become their own
performers. An example of this is crowd watching, which
occurs at any large event regardless of the actual
intended spectacle. More literal audience involvement
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often takes place in avant garde theatre happenings, as well
as in processional rituals, common in many parts of the
world, including our own. Southern says: "A ritual is ...
[something] that we have no hesitation in labelling
theatrical."' Ritual may be explicit or implied, regularized
or specialized. It may also be religious or totally secular,
and an audience per se might really not be necessary.
According to Richard Kostalanitz, "The most liberal definition
of possible theatrical activity is any situation in which
some people perform for others, regardless of whether
or not the spectators intend to be an audience".
[italics mine). Again we must add, regardless of whether
the performer intends to be a performer.
Underlying these basic notions of what contitutes the
theatre phenomenon is the essential public character of the
interaction. Performance of any sort is a communication,
or sharing, of something among people. The medium is
fairly irrelevant, as is the determination of just whom is
doing the performing, and whether all involved might be
serving dual roles.
But we must try to distinguish between mundane interaction
and that which has a heightened intensity worthy of the
title theatre. Something more must be present.
In private interactions, like conversations, most action is
explicit and familiar. We usually know our partner's voice
and typical facial expressions. However animated these may
be, however much we want to call someone a clown, the
actions are generally still quite predictable. Certain phenomena
are simply uninteresting if regular and easily grasped. "In
ordinary communication, the meaning is simple and apparent.
In a work of art, there are always two meanings... the
apparent (and the) hidden." On the other hand, it is in
public gatherings, where new faces and images appear, that
things become less predictable; phenomena begin to blur
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and become more vivacious with the added intensifying
elements of possibilty. creativity and energy. Perhaps this
added edge arises out of the publicness of the situation,
because in such settings one is usually somewhat removed,
both personally and spatially, from others. This allows for
the existence of an audience, as well as for the freedom
of remove for the performer. Thus, anytime there is an
audience, there must be some form of performance or
spectacle.
To The Mall
I believe that when we view theatre in terms of its most
basic attribute, the interaction of people in a public
setting, then we might not be so far off the mark in
looking at the mall as a form of theatre. This is because
the mall is where the people are. First, a few statistics: in
American cities, nearly 90% of the population has been to
the mall at least once, and 57% go to the downtown
shopping mall between one and two times per month.'
Simply stated, the mall is the one place which attracts
more people than any other -- probably more than a main
street (it has been transplanted to the mall). the church,
schools, or -- you guessed it -- the conventional theatre.
Certainly, in daily use the mall does lack some of the
basic attributes of what we might generally associate with
our conception of theatre. But the main forms of
performance in the mall are spectacles of one sort or
another: people-watching, fashion parades. flirting movements,
retailing showmanship, etc. In fact, some malls have
included real, paid, performers. We all remember the
ubiquitous Lowry Organ, often positioned in prime location
(center stage?) along the mall's grand promenade with a
oom-pah-pah-ing bass and tinkling tremolo, played by a
neatly starched merchant (So easy, anyone
can do it!). Or, dear Santa and his entourage of prancing
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reindeers and tiptapping elves, tacky puppets in constant
motion, approvingly encircled by goo-goo-eyed kids. Or,
to be more up to date, we cannot forget the trendy
Trump Tower, with its tuxedoed grand pianist and violinist,
players who add ornament to the air (let no surface be
untouched), delighting the teeming crowds. Literally thousands
of people pass daily through the Trump's glitzy doors, to
the delightful strains of those Baroque duets. And last but
not least, the regular performers might be the shops, whose
windows blare a message, and we respond. As Steven
Sensky so aptly stated it in a recent column in the Boston
Globe, "We reward good entertainment in this country. Its
the American way. Shopping is the financial derivative of
clapping". But more on that later.
The mall offers a physical construct that is a mix between
Main Street and a movie set -- complete with security
guards. It obviously lacks the flexibility and spontenaiety
of Main Street, but kids and parents seem to love it.
After all, "What harm can come from a place so filled
with Muzak, ficus trees, no-door stores, fried dough,
Esprit fashions, two-for-$15 supersales, help wanted signs,
camouflaged trash containers, wooden benches, sand filled
ashtrays, omnipresent sweepers and uniformed security
guards?"'' Let us consider some of the interaction that
goes on in this planned environment, because there's more
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than meets the eye. I do not hesitate to call this
interaction theatre. Although I am speculating, I do not
doubt that after watching T.V., going to the mall is
America's main form of entertainment. With this assumption
in mind, let us now examine more closely some of the
theatrical guises that the mall assumes.
The Display Ritual
We tend to look at primitive assemblies and rituals -- a
courtship dance in a village common, for example -- with
awe and exclaim, "That is theatre at its essence!" Indeed,
these spontaneous, seemingly uncontrived events have a
vitality and creative exuberance that may be absent in
formalized theatrical performance, which often seems overly
serious and uptight. What is the difference? It is possible
that part of the thrill of the primitive dramatic ritual
comes from the public nature of the assembly, in which
the whole community spills out to participate in the
excitement. Like in all theatre, something somewhat out of
the ordinary routine is happening. "The individual modifies
his manner to gain a heightened sense of intensity and
effect."" 2 The setting is like "many early theatre ceremonies
[where) the background of the action is quite normally
the ordinary houses of the community."' Or the background
can be the crowd itself. "Any place that is surrounded by
a closely packed mass of humanity is a stage... the background
is that of people."' Something special is occuring in the
primitive assembly, because an active and reactive audience
is present and, most importantly, because the space is
transformed. Theatrical "action cannot be daily and continuous:
it requires privileged points in space and time: controlled
high places as well as borders and thresholds."'
But this is where the mall usually fails -- to many, the
mall lacks spontenaiety and excitement; it is too predictable
and non-participatory. Developers and arhcitects try to
break up the monotony with compression points, designed
34 FRANKLIN PARK MALL, TOLEDO, 00110
The sp'ayed frontages are a device to dd
interest to otherwise straight (na/A.
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to create a more spectacular arrival sequence, and with
nodes, to provide 'high places'. Mall operators try to-
provide the necessary "privileged points in time" by
scheduling special events. (I recently had the privilege to
witness Norwegian Folk Dancing in the towel department
of a local store during its "Salute to Scandanavia.") These
special events, along with a constant parade of people to
watch, as well as carefully calculated architectural dimensioning
and node disposition help to stave off the dreaded
mall-fatigue, a shuffling numbness which stifles sales."
32 SCARBOROUGH TOWN CENTRE, TORONTO department store
- upper level
This plan illustrates how the small,
irregular-shaped units have been fitted
together at key frontages, thereby
increasing the number of tenants
represented. Good designers will rake
use of the unusual shapes and provide
exciting, attractive units - which anyway
have the advantage of high trading
potential.
31 EASTRIDGE SHOPPING CENTRE, SAN JOSE,
CALIFORNIA
This centre makes use of 7 shaped and
L -shaped units to max imise the rear space
and to allow a greater nunsber of traders
within the same frontage length.
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The Mating Ritual
There is a subculture going on in the mall which is highly
energetic and a spectacle in itself. For kids, the ability to
roam freely thoroughout the mall, unlike on the streets
that their parents fear, opens up a whole world of social
activity and visual contact. "Its like you own it [the
mall], says Anthony, spinning around to wave to a
friend.""' With this new found power comes a form of a
dance, a mating ritual based on mutual display which uses
the controlled environment of the mall as its 'village
square',
The first thing that is done in preparation for the mall
mating dance is to don a costume. (The mask, as Southern
notes, is a requisite of the theatre)."a Certainly no
respectable teenager would be caught dead wearing a
feathered headress, but a feathered hairdo is just fine.
Because the primary act of the display is visual flirtation
from a distance (adolescents tend not to be the most
verbal of people), the kids come to the mall to be seen.
They are dolled up, made over, slicked back and tight-clothed.
The costume is critical. "You always want to dress up
when you come to the mall," points out Lua, who aspires
to be a beautician and is wearing purple jeans, a purple
half-shirt, metal mesh earrings and lots of make up. "Oh
yeah," confirms Enid, "You don't want to look like a bum
in the mall.""' Clothes, make-up, hairstyle and even the
way in which the kids move about help enhance the ritual.
The action is typically one of silent pursuit, an ambulation
of teenage lust, if you will. The pursuit of a target is like
tracking, an activity that really could not go on anywhere
else, beacuase perhaps confinement and security help to
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provide an air of safety that actually allows more brazen
behavior-- nothing is really going to happen in this
fairyland. There really is no other place quite like it,
except for T.V. The mall is surreal. All's an act while in
its confines, and the play is based on a highly stylized
allegory, not mundane conversational interaction. It is a
well-rehearsed activity, perfected with weekend after weekend
of repetition.
The mating ritual of the mall, it must be
understood, is mostly a silent one. Watching
and circling. Circling and watching. Says
Scott: "We might say to each other, "Ah,
she's wicked pretty, but we never say any
thing to them."
"We might come two weeks straight, every
day," says Todd, "Then we might get sick of
it and stay away for a month. But we
always come back. For the freaks."
The freaks?
"The girls," Todd replies, looking straight
ahead, down the mall. "Usually we get
something to eat and then we follow them
around while we shop." 2 0
Freaks, masks, costumes, mimetics and ritualized and rehearsed
movements. A form of theatre, to be sure. That story is
really not an architectural one, but is rather a behavioural
phenomenon that might somehow be informed by the
architecture and sense of place. What is it about the
architectural form that makes the mall such a fertile
ground for ritualized activities? Perhaps it is due to the
controlled artificiality of the mall environment. The mall
is the stage set in which we are playing clearly choreographed
roles. It is not surprising that we tend to follow certain
patterns of movement and activity in the mall; even the
kids actions are somewhat predictable.
It should also be mentioned that this predictibility fits in
perfectly with the mall developers' intentions. The mall has
become a popular social setting, and kids end up getting
jobs and bringing friends to the place. Employe es often
end up spending their earnings within the same mall in
which they work, which retailers surely must like.
, -,. .I , -L"r . i ,
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The Retail Show
Teenage flirting is not all that goes on, lest the shopping
mall close for lack of sales to adults. Retailing, obviously
the intended purpose of the mall's existence, is a specialty
in its own right and is a thoroughly documented subject.2
Marketing and behavioral patterns have been carefully
studied, as have factors influencing sales such as the spatial
arrangement of stores and primary access spines, visual
merchandising, as well as enticement devices, such as
ambient music, signage and store image.
A rather theatrical example of one of these sales devices is
the cooking demonstration, used by housewares or cookware
supply departments to show off products. These demos
usually attract a crowd, because in the mall, something
special or out of the ordinary easily stands out. People are
drawn to these events not only because of a smell and
free samples, but also because of the fact that other
people are there. A crowd is like a magnet, multiplying
by attracting passersbys who usually just come to see what
the commotion is about. This is a vital force behind street
theatre, as well as many marketing tactics in malls and
elsewhere.
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Cinemas, and a Conclusion
Malls quite successfully accomodate and support a variety
of public behavior which is, to a certain degree, relevant
to the design of similar kinds of public spaces. The
systems of organization that make a malls work so well
for marketing might thus be applied (with caution, of
course), to a design for a theatre complex in which
spontaneous gathering for theatre is to be encouraged.
Already, certain architectural criteria have been tested for
shopping malls. And, as deplorable as it may seem, these
factors have been well thought out and have elements
which may be useful for the designer of other types of
collective, public gathering places. Perhaps we must try to
shake our aversion to shopping centers on political and
aesthetic grounds alone, because, as some believe, "a
successful shopping center will be part of community life,
shared equally by shopper and shopper and shopkeeper. It
wil provide a framework in which both capitalist and
socialist ideals are catered for." 2 2
It is quite apparent that the mall has supplanted the Main
Street as the locus of economic and pedestrian activity in
many towns and cities. As malls become more diverse in
their programming and use, they begin to assume even
greater cultural roles. Since malls have, in and of
themselves, lost the novelty they enjoyed in earlier days, it
is becoming imperative to developers that they provide
added attractions, special events, and amenities which give
a degree of uniqueness to the place. "Emerging markets in
the 1980's will focus principally on those shopping
environments that make a major statement in their marketplace
-- ranging from theme centers to massive scale regional
facilities." As this trend continues, we will probably see
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malls assuming more of an urban character and absorbing
previously urban activities. 2 Like amusement parks, world's
fairs and other pop entertainment complexes, the theme
center at the mall has become the theatre center of
American society. A good example of this phenomenon is
an in-mall service that is coming into vogue these days:
the shopping center in which the focal point, especially for
evening use, is the cinema complex.
The cinema cluster seems to be replacing the Sears or J.C.
Penny's as an economically viable anchor in many malls.
The massive marquees, which announce to passing motorists
the array of current movies have become a primary marker
for shopping centers. The evening activity that these
cinemas provide often becomes associated with late night
restaurants and shops, making the "nightlife" part of the
mall a bustling focal point of entertainment. Copley Place
in Boston, with its seven Sack cinemas and nearby fern
bars, is a good example of this phenomenon.
It is interesting to speculate on how long this particular
entertainment trend will last. Thus, far our cultural
progression has gone something like this: In the 1930's,
film replaced live theatre and became the dominant
medium. In the 50's, television began to replace the
cinema as the preferred mode of screen entertainment.
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Now, home video is is rapidly encroaching on the
live-television and cinema market, and we can expect to
see some effects of people choosing to save money by
staying home with their rented feature film. Just as
legitimate theatres became more and more obsolete in the
years after the advent of the silver screen and television,
so too might the cinema-anchored mall become outmoded
as people become more and more privatized, consuming the
drama in the comfort of their living rooms. But kids, who
thrive on social energy, just might be the market that
keeps the entertainment aspect of the mall alive.
These occurences show that the mall has effectively
undermined street life, centralized marketing and now,
superceded the night out at the theatre. It is not entirely
apparent in what direction this phenomenon is taking us,
but I fear that malls shall keep expanding in size and
program, fully sapping the variegated activity of the whole
city. As a world within a world, the mall is very
powerful; it presents a sanitary alternative to city streets
and is quite successful in doing so. At first glance, this
seems like a devastating trend, quite out of keeping with
values of decentralization and spontenaiety. But because the
mall is an environment in which a concentrated mass of
people tend to congregate, it should be looked at seriously.
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It is not clear to me whether it is the people, the
program, or the architecture of the malls informs a certain
pattern of behavior, one that is routinized and ritualized. I
do think that as theatre, the mall is obviously too limited
-- more flexibility must be allowed for a truly vital place
to exist. The real city, the place outside of the
climate-controlled atmosphere, must be more closely examined
- and emulated - to see what architectural alternatives
might engender the vitality required of an enriching,
creative theatre. (See Chapter 2).
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once inside.
8. - Dimensional Guidelines --
Mall: 40-50 ft. width.
Arcade: 15 ft. max. depth.
Shopfronts: 11-14 ft. height.
17 Op. Cit., Cobb
1 a Op. Cit.. Southern.
1' Ibid., Cobb.
2 0 Ibid., Cobb.
2 See for example, Sternlieb and Hughes (Op. Cit.), and
Darlow: Enclosed Shopping Centers (London:
Architectural Press, 1972)
22 Ibid., page 10.
2 3 Op.Cit., Sternlieb, page 23.
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. DESIGN
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4.1 Introduction
The design component of this thesis represents an exercise
in the translation of an idea about theatre and performance
in the city into a design proposal. I realize that on one
level I am inherently pursuing a contradiction -- the
spontaneous performance phenomena of the city which I
have made such a big fuss about in this thesis are most
often phenomena which are very difficult to plan or
design for. But usually these occurences happen because of
two principle factors: the presence of an active flow of
people upon which an audience may be generated; and the
existence of architectural or landscape elements which
somehow provide a degree of containment and focus for
both performer and spectator. I would add that, in
actuality, it appears that the real mitigating factor, or
prerequisite, is the people supply, or public access.
Architectural form may not really be the most important
factor in generating the performance activity, and in
transforming otherwise banal places into theatres.
All of the above notwithstanding, I shall proceed, first by
looking very briefly at my design process, then looking a
bit more closely at some of the elements implicit in a
performance experience. A discussion of the existing site
conditions and contextual factors will follow, after which I
will present my design proposal in the form of a walk
through the place, spotlighting performance venues, both
potential and planned.
.4.11 Design Process
While any design gets clues from program and siting
factors, this project uses an added overlay of performance
activity as a guiding requisite in hopes of creating a place
in which theatrics in their various manifestations are
consciously expressed. My intention here has been to
integrate forms which tend to occur in a variety of
performance and arts experiences into a cohesive complex.
This approach admittedly may have yielded a mishmash.
But many of the elements and devices employed are
multi-use and not explicitly designed for theatre or the
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performing arts, per se. Again, while designing for
spontenaiety may seem like a contradictory notion, I think
that it is nonetheless possible to understand basic form
systems and elements which allow for the theatrics option.
I should add that I have taken considerable liberty in the
development of my program and in the consideration of
real economic and technical siting factors. Also, much of
the presented design will appear quite schematic, while
others have received a higher degree of articulation.
In terms of the actual working method used, I have tried
to constantly refer back to my site as I have gone through
my research. Early in the process, while in the thick of
research and writing, I cleared my board and began a first
pass at a scheme for my site. Later schemes followed, but
from the outset the mishmash principle was at work -- in
somehow trying to be urban I have adopted elements from
around the city which have a character suitable for
performance and gathering, both formal and informal, as
clues in my design. Most fundamentally, I have tried to
think in terms of elements which somehow combine to
engender a performance place, and to bring them into my
desgin where it seemed appropriate.
Clustered audience with backdrop, New Orleans.
4.2 Design Elements: An Anatomical View of Performance
Performance, generally speaking, can be subdivided into
two primary components: the audience and the performer.
Although these distinctions may blur, each has specific
elements, supports and requirements which combine in
varying degrees to allow a theatrical experience. We shall
discuss the attributes of each separately, below (also, please
refer to Chapter 3.4 for further definitions of performance
and theatre):
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4.21 Performer
Theatre can be thought of as a controlled semi-public
interaction which occurs among two or more individuals.
Because of its public nature, it is more inclined to occur in
places in which people are likely to gather, whether
intentionally or not. Architecturally, a strong public access
link must feed the setting to bring people to the place.
To capture attention, a performer (usually intentionally)
employs a device that places him or her outside, beyond,
or somehow in distinction to the masses. To achieve this,
architectural or non-architectural (or some combination)
tools and supports are used. Some of the non-architectural
elements might include the donning of the mask, loud or
contrived vocalizations such as singing, specialized movement
such as dance, and the use of props. But architecture,
which can be thought of as a big prop or set, can
enhance the action of the performer and is indeed often a
prerequisite, especially where a controlled environment is
required.
Several important facets of performance, their requirements
and resultant architectural solutions include:
1. The Environment - The larger setting can be transformed
by the presence of people and an event, as in grand
assemblies or ritualized processions. In this case, the entire
environment becomes the theatre; the performers and
Partial containment: Street performer
spectators can fuse. Architectural devices include sacred
places and monuments, placemarkers, place transformations
with the use of decoration, and the use of activated
transition zones. and
2. Focus - Typically, the performer assumes an elevated
position above the masses of spectators to provide both
focus and view, as well as to command greater attention.
Devices include spatial separation, balconies, backdrops, and
scenery, as well as a controlled stage.
3. Specialness of Place - A character of a place which
offers definition that is beyond the normal scope of events
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Costumed performer, with a prop:
can foster the theatrical experience. Devices include
sanctification, monumentality, object buildings, and elaborate
ornamentation.
4. Containment - Partial containment behind, on the sides,
and/or above the performer helps focus attention and
provides visual and acoustical control. Devices include
enclosure, scena frons, proscenium, stage set, etc.
5. Lighting - Attention can be focused by highlighting the
action with artificial or natural light. Sunlight can also
provide impetus for gathering.
St. Patrick's Day Paraoe
4.22 Audience:
The audience is most fundamentally a partially contained
public gathering. Numbers may vary, but for heightened
intensity, vitality and to attain an experience that is
somehow beyond the mundane, a critical mass of three to
five people is usually necessary. Also, a crowd often has
an attractive force once it reaches a certain point, swelling
to absorb more and more curious people. An audience is
also remarkably adaptable. If the event warrants it, people
will clamour for space from which to spectate... trees.
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balconies, lightposts, and cars all function just fine when
the crowd is large and space is in short supply.
As mentioned previously, the audience can also play the
role of performer. Processions, rallys, etc. use the public
as the player. But so much a part of being among other
people is crowd-watching, and even the most public of
displays has its active participants and those who take a
less participatory viewing posture: voyeurism. But even the
voyeurs are being watched, for in a public setting, I think
that people are inclined to observe one another, mostly
because it is an interesting pastime.
1. View - Often the key mitigating parameter in a
theatrical experience is view. Visual contact provides a
sense of involvement in the action and a notion of
understanding. Devices: height (overlooks, balconies, stairs,
raked seating), distance, clear sightlines, etc.
2. Arrival- A transitional sequence, in which the audience
progresses from daily life into the meta- or unreal world
of the theatre can serve to intensify the eventual activity
upon arrival. Devices: direction changes, separation of
place from frequently used areas, axial movement, level
changes.
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Hans Scharoun, Berl i.n Philharmonie, Interior showing
stair through public foyer. (Credit: Orgel-Kohne,
Berlin Philharmonie, Berlin: Lettner Verlag, 1964)
I.
Arrival sequence through the
Acropolis, Athens. (Credit:
Space, Order.)
W.fiborg the.tre, 1965-73.
Ground 1,m ian; 1, stage;
2, i.. r part of uditorium;
3. inne liger; 4. m FSitnr;
5, priipal entrance; 6,c
en~rtrc; 7, costs; A, public w.c.s;
9,' h"% nice; Ifi, restauant;II, servery; 12, level chiange with
stating; 1), plant rm; 14, hon
for Mpeial goests; 15, torchesars
pit; 16, dresing-rnons;17, personal dressing-remmns;18. adminisoration; 19, pone's ;Not; 2fi, washromsi;
21. back%1nge; 22, side-1Stag;
23,seneso nS
enfrance; 25, artists' entrance;
-6 , aodOn 1 7 ih
Propylea
Ching, F.
to the Parthenon,
, Building: Form,
Hans Scharoun, Wolfsburg Theatre, 1965-73. Plan Note
arrival s equence through long, public foyer.
ARRIVAL SEQUENCE
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The Arthur Fiedler footbridge, connecting Boston's
Bay to the Hatch Shell and Esplanade.
3. Containment - Like the performer, the audience usually
requires at least partial containment to provide a certain
degree of privacy relative to the public territory, as well
as to afford physical shelter from the elements, noise and
distraction. The spectator, especially when seated, is in a
fairly vulnerable position, mesmerized by the riveting
action, and therefore requires some protection. Devices:
Enclosure systems, partial containments, direction shifts off
main access spine, room or halls, seat backs, landscape
elements (i.e. row of trees, dip in terrain, etc.).
4. Access - An audience needs to get to the place of
congregation, usually by means of a public circulation
route. For semi-privacy and partial or total containment,
the main access should bypass, in close proximity, the
audience zone, which thus forms an eddy off the main
path.
5. Seating - The requirement for seating is somewhat
dependent on the duration and type of event. As stated
above, an eager audince will sit anywhere if the event
warrants it, but benches, landscape forms, street furniture,
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audience,
Figure 170. Circle instinctively formed by a crowd to watch a street performance, El Fana
Square, Marrakesh, Morocco. (Credit: L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui. No. 152. 1970.)
(Reprinted from Athanasopolos.)
If necessary, an audience will sit anywhere.
terraces, walls and balconies, as well as designed seats are
used.
6. Mobility - Many types of performance such as street
theatre and some "happenings" require a high degree of
crowd mobilty, allowing the crowd to kinetically grow and
shrink according to interest or program. This flexibility
can be achieved by providing ample space in a transitional
zone for crowd decision making. Devices: screens, partial
containments, ample dimension in transition zone.
7. Audience Form - A crowd inherently gravitates along
or in the direction of the action taking place. If the
action is linear, an audience organizes itself longitudinally.
Most stage action is point focussed; thus, the audience
usually assumes a circular of partial-circular formation. If
the action is a colossal gathering, the audience packs itself
in a dense field organization.
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VieW Of the site f rom the west.
View of the site from the Prudential Center.
View of the site from across Boyjston St.
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4.3 The Site
4.31 Description:
The site I have chosen consists of three air-rights parcels
which a located in a key position at the outer rim of
downtown Boston. Adjacent to and across from Boston's
Institute of Contemporary Art (ICA), the parcels are
located above the rights of way for the Massachusetts
Turnpike, the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority and
Boston and Albany Railroad. Currently, the parcels serve
only as holes in the -urban fabric.
The three parcels are in proximity to one another but are
not contiguous. Boylston Street bisects the site in the
approximate east-west direction and Massachusetts Avenue
on the north-south axis. In general, this bisection by
streets created some serious problems for my design, but
offered several opportunities and much needed land area.
Total ground area is approximately 170,000 square feet or
3.9 acres.
4.32 Site Analysis
A. Context:
The site effectively forms a juncture between four distinctive
urban districts, in which uses and demographics vary
widely. The four zones which converge at the site are:
1) Back Bay - The site is located at the southwest
corner of the Back Bay, which consists predominantly
of small scale, well-appointed 4-5 story residential
buildings with commercial ground and sub-ground
levels. The Back Bay is well known as a historically
charming, high-priced district with yupscale residents:
the BRA 1980 census reveals a population of about
20,000, mostly in the 20-30 year-old age bracket,
earning a median income of $20,000. The typical
households (80%) are non-related individuals living in
rented apartments or condominiums.
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2) The East Fens - At the southern end of the site,
the East Fens District is a much more economically
diverse, primarily residential area. It consists of less
opulent 3-4 story row house apartment buildings and
rooming houses. The population is primarily made up
of students and the elderly, and the median income is
$14,000. A ground floor retail spine runs along
Massachusetts Avenue, the eastern border of the Fens,
with more stores scattered throughout the district.
Offices or residential units tend to occupy the upper
floors of these structures. Several large institutional
buildings, including Symphony Hall, the Christian Science
Center, and Northeastern University mark the edges of
the district. By definition, the area is completed by
the Muddy River parkland (the Fenway) and brook.
3) Boylston Street - The site serves as a gateway to
downtown Boston via the major corridor of Boylston
Street. The thouroughfare changes in character at the
site from a dense mixed commerical/office fabric to
more institutional uses with the street edge breoken by
holes in the ground, parking lots, and major roadway
penetrations. Heading downtown (east) from the site
on Boylston Street, one comes to the ICA, a thriving
museum in a rehabilitated police station, the Boston
Public Library, and passing Copley Square, the Newbury
Junior College, and then the (fairly cheap) retail fabric
picks up, eventually terminating in the Public Garden
and subsequently, Boston's legitimate theatre district
and the infamous Combat Zone (illegitimate theatre
and porn, as the name aptly describes).
4) Prudential Center - Because of its large size,
common architectural vocabulary and poor urban design,
the "Pru" forms a self-contained urban zone along
Boylston Street. Like Lincoln Center, the Pru was
conceived the early heyday of urban renewal as a
self-contained, introverted, mall complex. Set back and
separated from Boylston Street by a service road, the
Pru consists of a partially empclosed shopping concourse
and several highrise office and residential buildings. A
multimillion dollar revision and rehabilitation of the
Pru is planned, which honorably intends to be more
responsive to the street and pedestrians. Included in
the plan are retail shops, an active reaching out to the
Boylston Street edge and a more contextually responsive
scale and design at that edge. Also a part of the
Prudential Center and directly acroos Dalton Street
from our site (across Boylston Street from the Institute
for Contemporary Art (ICA- see below), is the Hynes
Auditorium, a large facility devoted to trade shows,
conventions, and large assemblies and concerts. It, too,
is slated for renovation shortly, and will feature as
well a much greater connection to the street edge.
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The Fire House.
B. Buildings on the Site
This site itself includes, as already mentioned, three air
rights parcels, which effectively destroy the urban fabric
and street life. However, several structures exist on or
adjacent to the site and shall be integrated into the design.
These are:
1) The ICA - Originally designed about 1891 by
Boston architect Arthur H. Vinal, the ICA, a former
police station, was renovated by Graham Gund Associates
in the mid-70s into Boston's only modern art museum.
The ICA consists of well-attended galleries, a book
shop, a former restaurant, and a cinema.
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Division 16 Restaurant (note Jazz Band playing on
roof!)
2) The Fire House - Also desigend by Vinal in the
Romanesque style is a fire station which forms the
northeastern corner of the site. This fire house,
which, like the ICA, is wrought in beautiful rusticated
sandstone, is still very actively used.
3) Division 16 - Between the ICA and the bulk of
the site is a small former police station. Division 16
has recently been converted into a very popular
restaurant which features great omelettes and long lines
outside.
The Boston Architectural Center (with mural).
4) The BAC - Designed in 1966, by Jack Myer and
Arrowstreet, BAC houses Boston's chapter of the AIA
and a night course in architecture. A remarkable
trompe-l'oeil mural graces its western facade, which
faces our site and is also visible from the Mass Pike.
5) The Transit Building/MBTA - Located at the
corner of Mass Ave and Newbury Sts., this 7-story
office/commerical building with Gothic hintings is
currently being rehabilitated. At the ground level is
the auditorium MBTA entrance, which continues down
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The Transit Building
to a station serving the heavily-traveled green Line.
Also on site are two small buildings owned by the
MBTA: a soon-to-be demolished power facility and an
underutilized exit kiosk which peaks out near the
Division 16 restuarant.
6) Berklee College of Music - Berklee is located to
the South across Boylston Street. Expansion has brought
Berklee to the corner of Mass Ave and Boylston Stts.
into a classic revival former bank building, as well as
in other buildings throughout the neighborhood. The
Berklee Performance Center.
well-known Berklee Performance Center, a frequently
utilized, 1226-seat concert hall is one door in from
the former bank building. These two buildings form a
triangle of land which faces Boylston St. that is now
used as small outdoor theatre. The Berklee Outdoor
Theatre is an intimate stage, which is walled off from
Boylston St. The theatre will be integrated into the
proposed design.
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MBTA Bulkhead. Subway bulkhead to remain at elevation
+3'-o" above sidewalk. and serve as elevated platform
in new gallery floor.
St. Cecilia's Church.
7) St. Cecilia's Church - At the south end of the site
stands this large, stately Roman Catholic edifice. Its
north facade shall be used as a backdrop for an
outdoor theatre in our complex.
C. Transportation Links
Since the site is located at a major crossroads, it features
extraordinary accessiblity via a variety of transportation
modes. Local streets and avenues, bus routes, subway lines,
and highways all converge or pass through and under the
site, affording maximum flexibility of arrival and passage.
Via mass transit, some 7700 passengers utilize the Auditorium
MBTA subway stop daily: 800 passengers use the No. 1
bus stop across the street from the site. This heavily-traveled
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bus route forms surface connections from Harvard Sq.
through the site into the South End and Roxbury.
Pedestrian traffic along the busy Mass. Ave. and Boylston
Street Corridors places the site as one of the most heavily
travelled in Boston.
D. Zoning
Because it lies in a position of confluence, the site is also
in a mixture of zoning districts, all of which allow for
business use but vary in permissible building heights and
allowable floor area ratios (FAR). The site is actually
divided into several zones, with height limits ranging from
70 to 120 feet and FAR's ranging from 4 to 10.
Generally, the proposed design falls within these limits and
tries to maintain the modest scale of the surrounding
neighborhoods.
Should zoning obstacles arise, they might be overcome by
obtaining Plan Development Area Status for the site or by
receiving special variances. PDA status, available to developers
of parcels more than one acre in area, require a public
hearing and design review by the Boston Redevelopment
Authority (BRA). It is expected that the BRA would
support a civic project such as this on a site which is
presently a scar on the landscape. It is also anticipated
that the public, for whom this project is designed, would
likely show no objection to zoning flexibility.
Zoning Districs Surrounding the Site.
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The Site Tranformed
The Cheri Garage. northern stair tower.
1-,6.
$An early site sketch.
4.4 The Design Proposal
This discussion shall be presented in the form of a written
tour of the proposed design, beginning at the access scale
and moving to a description of each of the significant
spaces. Please refer to the keyed drawings and diagrams.
A. Access (An access diagram is shown in Fig. 4.41.)
1. A major move has been to offset the new office/retail
block which forms the corner of Mass. Ave. and Boylston
Street to allow penetration via a pedestrian walkway
through the site at the rear, along the alley edge. At
Mass. Ave., a narrow seven-story atrium provides a spatial
connection between old and new, and allows light to hit
two facades which would otherwise have been dark had the
structures been physically attached. This internal spine
continues throught the site, and is activated at the street
level by retail uses and major points of entry into the
office block, the cultural center, as well as the subway. At
the upper levels, projecting bays overlook the atrium and
spine.
2.A multilevel pedestrian bridge forms a connection across
Boylston Street to the southern portion of the site. The
bridge allows both interior and outside passage, as well as
access from a number of points on the street.
3. From the south, an arrival sequence takes one up the
sloping terrain or a series of steps to the Boylston Street
level, some 12 feet above. This access route bypasses the
outddor amphitheatre and 'arrives', in the direction of the
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Boylston Street access, at a small, street level park that
doubles as a performance space.
4.Access from the ICA is provided by connecting gallery
spaces. The ICA is also acessible from a secondary entry
along the acess spine. This point of entry also provides
vertical circulation up to the arts library and experimental
music studios above.
5.Vertical circulation for access to the arena and experimental
theatre space (at levels two and three, respectively) is
provided by a grand stair which alights at the foyers of
each of these large performance spaces. This stair is toplit
by a large skylight.
B. Modifications to Existing Structures
- The ICA. The existing museum is given a large,
sq. ft. gallery addition which also houses several large
"happening" rooms - simple, large gallery spaces. A
semiprotected sculpture court is recessed off of Boylston
Street, giving somewhat controlled public access, but also
allowing street visibility.
- Division 16. The restaurant is provided with an ell
addition, which cradles an outdor cafe. The cafe is raised
three feet above street level, providing a degree of privacy
but also an overlook to street activity. Chess tables
provide spectator activity at street level.
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- Berklee School of Music. The existing Berklee outdoor
Concert Pavilion has been slightly enlarged and oriented
along the orthagonal of Boylston Street. A sidewalk arcade
and openings in the wrought iron fence provide outdoor,
"audience rooms" for passersby. Pedestrians can sit or
stand near the fence if they do not wish to enter and be
in partial contact with the performance. Planter boxes at
the street edge cut down on noises from the street near
the source. A small restaurant (The Jazz Cafe, perhaps?)
overlooks either the street or the concert pavilion stage.
- The Cheri Garage. An existing eyesore, the Cheri Garage
will be abutted by the largest building in the proposed
complex, the Concert Hall. A connection is made to the
north stair tower of the parking garage.
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C. Performance Places
Places which are designed for formal or serendipitous
theatre and performance events are noted on the plans
with a "P", followed by a numerical subscript.
- P-1: Concert Hall: The large, 2000-seat concert hall is
suitable for ballet, opera, choral, symphonic or large
assembly productions. The stage is a modified proscenium
with the option of chorus lifts or addtional behind-stage
seating for a part theatre-in the-round effect. Though
constrained by the site, a large undifferentiated backstage
area for production faclities is provided.
- P-2: World Music Hall/Arena: An 800-seat
theatre-in-the-round. Suitable for dramatic productions or
world music presentations. A special feature of the hall is
the cantilevered seating which projects out over the street
to provide visibility as well as an overhead cover to part
of the sidewalk below.
- P-3: Experirnental Media Space: This "box" is conceived
after the ICRAM (Institute for Research and Coordination
in Acoustics) at the Pompidou Center in Paris. Submerged
in a half-meter of concrete, ICRAM is a state-of-the-art,
highly acoustically controlled space in which all of the
surfaces are acoustically malleable. Ironically, the walls of
ICRAM use a technology that was developed by the
centuries ago, periaktoi, rotating prismatic panels which
allow for various wall contour options. Both ceiling and
floor are also adjustable surfaces; the ceiling provides
suspension systems for batteries of acoustical, electronic,
and lighting equipment. The floor grid is lift-mounted and
multiply variable for both audience areas and stage. floor
consists of a grid of operable seating/stage platforms.
- P-4: Outdoor Amphitheatre: Like the Medieval Passion
Plays which sometimes used the church as its backdrop,
this theatre uses the sloping terrain down to St. Cecilia's
Church as its territory. The stage is backed by the church
Above, a lighting bridge mounted on an industial (possibly
will not clash architecturally with that of the church) space
frame structure, also provides an element of containment.
The unsightly west wall of the parking lot which also
unfortunately faces this theatre should be painted with a
mural or covered with ivy... or something.
- P-5: Berklee Concert Pavilion/Jazz Cafe: (repeated from
'Modifications to Existing Buildings', above) The existing
Berklee outdoor Concert Pavilion has been slightly enlarged
and oriented along the orthagonal of Boylston Street. A
sidewalk arcade and openings in the wrought iron fence
provide outdoor "audience rooms" for passersby. Pedestrians
can sit near the fence if they do not wish to enter and
be in partial contact with the performance. Planter boxes
at the street edge cut down on noises from the street near
the source. A small restaurant (The Jazz Cafe, perhaps?)
overlooks either the street or the concert pavilion stage.
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- P-6: Boylston Plaza: A small-scale park at street level
redefines street edge and provides containment for the
amphitheatre that slopes down to the church behind. This
flat area features potted trees, benches and brick paved
areas. The planter and bench arrangement creates a stable
U-form around a small central area which could be used
for street performances.
- P-7: Street Performance Alcoves: Located at three key
points near major entries along Boylston Street, these
alcoves provide a steady stream of people and eddies just
off the main path in the form of recesses. These two
elemnts, partial containment and a good supply of people,
should activate these areas with street performance.
- P-8: MBTA Alcove: This alcove just beside access to
the MBTA subway entrance could become an active venue
for subway musicians.
4. Viewing Areas, ("V" Spots)
- The design provides a number of informal audience
areas, elvated places that are well suited to voyeurism.
Wherever possible and reasonable, the proposal has tried to
habitable territories in and from which one can pause and
observe, whether it be street activities, other theatregoers,
or actual performances. Elevated areas, whether for vertical
circulation or planar, provide well for this option. Open
stairs, balconies, terraces, elevated walkways, open wells in
floors, and exposed circulation have been deployed with
abandon, to encourage the possibilities of viewing the
spectacles of human activity, vista, and movement. These
areas are noted with a "V" on the plans.
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Street Level Plan Showing Performance and Viewing Areas
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Mid-Level Plan Showing Performance and Viewing Areas
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Upper Level Plan Showing Performance and Viewing Areas
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ELEVATION STUDIES: Boylston Street - South Facade
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ELEVATION STUDIES: Massachusetts Avenue
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CONCLUSION
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This section shall be less a statement of closure than of
the necessity for further work and synthesis. There are
very few factual conclusions that can be drawn from a
work such as this. Overall, the only real fact is that I
have surely raised many more questions than I have
answered; the place that the theatre and performance
occupy in the city is often very ephemeral and difficult to
pinpoint. Perhaps an even more general title to my thesis,
such as Urban Communication or Pub/ic Spaces would
have more aptly described the topic.
Certainly, in retrospect it has become clear that my focus
could have been narrowed. One way of achieving more
specificity would have been to concentrate on purely
technical or architectonic issues of theatre design. Or,
perhaps a somewhat more interesting subject would have
been to look at theatre lobbies or transitions zones
between the city and theatre, or a specific type of theatre
design, such as community theatre buildings. Some of
these, however, have been quite sufficiently explored in
other MIT theses.' So. I made things difficult for myself,
and after three and a half months, I feel that I could
easily spend three and a half more years further documenting,
substantiating and expanding on the exciting, but hopelessly
broad, subject of the theatre and the city.
In particular, there are several areas which require further
work:
- Chapter 1: An historical overview of anything is
inherently going to be problematic. For history to be
really meaningful, it requires more than a diagrammatic
look at events and final products. A detailed analysis
of the development of a particular type of theatre
would require delving into a many issues related to
specific performance activities. Also, basic to such an
inquiry would be a deeper understanding the audience
for whom the performance is generally staged. An
evaluation of the myriad political, economic, and
technical factors relating to the development and
production of the theatre form and genre would be
necessary. Finally, periodization is an artificial construct
which does not necessarily reflect or parallel historical
phenomena.
- Chapter 2: In looking at a range of performance
venues - spaces both designed and transformed -
throughout Boston, I have tried to bring across the
notion that there are theatrical implications to a wide
variety of situations which we do not normally
consider to be theatre. As a survey, this chapter, too
has its inherent limitations. There are many
phenomenological aspects of a place which are difficult
to typify or even grasp. A schematic identification of
a place cannot really give a real understanding of it.
My methodology also has some limitations: a more
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thorough analysis might have included complete measured
drawings of the places, more sectional studies, and
perhaps, some input from people who interact with the
place, such as street performers or typical passersby.
Also, as I expressed in the introduction to Chapter 2,
there is clearly a bounty of places throughout the
world which double in some capacity as a performance
venue. I think it would be exciting to delve into a
number of these; Boston has its fair complement, but
other cities have some really wonderful examples that
should be explored for their formal incentives to
serendipitous theatre experiences.
- Chapter 3: This chapter, detailing examples of the
city transformed, literally or metaphorically into a
kind of theatrical space, represents a preliminary
inquiry into a subject which is really quite broad in
scope. Elements of ritual; urbanism, ceremony, and
sociopolitics are touched upon. Discussions of this sort
may be quite interesting, but perhaps could be enhanced
by a more systematic examination that uses a standardized
analysis procedure. As I noted, there are here, too,
other excellent examples of the notion of the theatre
as city which could be explored. These include:
certain types of political theatre, the Total Theatre of
the Bauhaus, the exciting range of utopian theatres
which flourished in the 1920's and 30's in Europe, as
well as certain "happenings". Also, a further look at
television and other popular entertainment media could
be extremely useful in understanding the role (or
non-role) of theatre and (live) performance in an
electronic, modern society.
- Chapter 4: Not surprisingly, the design phase of a
thesis on theatre and the city is the part which
requires much more development. I set out to engage
in a design of several types of theatre on an urban
site. But the issues and ideas that arose. along with a
vast amount of literature on theatres, made me think
a bit more about just how much I wanted to focus on
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design, and how much on theory. As the notions I
was exploring widened into fairly universal issues, the
relevance to specifics of a formal theatre design
became less and less critical. Because of this, a large
number of design and technical questions remain
unanswered. Also, and very importantly, because of
this direction the thesis took, and, of course, due to
time considerations, my design proposal remains in a
fairly schematic state, suitable for some diagrammatic
analysis but lacking in real elaboration. Further visual
documentation and form studies, especially at both the
very large and very small scales, could, I think, be
very informative.
My premise of bringing a wide range of theatre and
performance experiences into a design has been an
interesting exercise. It has been truly exciting to view
nearly all forms and spaces for their theatrical potential.
As stated earlier, such a view could be enormously
useful in the design of a whole variety of public
spaces.
In summation, this project has been a small attempt
to understand humanity in its most celebratory
manifestations. The development of an architectural,
urban design, and theatre design vocabulary which
recognizes and enhances this potential can be exciting,
dynamic and alive.
1 See, as referenced in the Bibliography, theses by Labiner,
Grimshaw, Roche, among others.
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